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Behorend bij het proefschrift

1.

Dual-source CT is an accurate diagnostic tool for examining the precise
anatomy of aberrant coronary arteries. (this thesis)

2.

Global LV functional parameters calculated from DSCT datasets are
interchangeable with MRI. (this thesis)

3.

A region-growing algorithm for calculating LV functional parameters is more
representative for the actual LV volumes than the conventional Simpson
method.

4.

It is questionable whether MRI should remain the reference standard for LV
functional parameters.

5.

(Semi-)automatic measurements of LV functional parameters with DSCT
datasets are significantly different from manually adjusted measurements within
the same software package. (this thesis)

6.

Significant differences in LV functional parameters are found between
(semi-)automatic DSCT software packages. (this thesis)

7.

The performance of automatic post-processing software tools is directly related
to the image quality of a DSCT cardiac dataset.

8.

Despite the fast development in scanning techniques and improvements in
software technology, the expertise of a radiologist will always be required.

9.

De kans op een mooie foto neemt toe naarmate je meer foto's maakt. Helaas is
ditzelfde principe niet toepasbaar op de radiologie.

10. De geneeskunde heeft zo'n enorme ontwikkeling doorgemaakt dat er nagenoeg
geen gezond mens meer is. (Aldous Huxley)
11. Ochtendmensen hebben een voordeel ten opzichte van avondmensen, omdat
hun slaapschema beter aansluit bij de gebruikelijke werktijden in de
maatschappij.
12. The greatest lesson in life is to know that even fools are right sometimes.
(Winston Churchill)
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General introduction

Introduction

Imaging has long played an important role in the clinical diagnosis and prediction
of prognosis in patients with suspected or known coronary artery disease and was
traditionally performed using plain film X-ray, cardiac catheterization, nuclear im
aging and cardiac ultrasound [1].
Volume Visualization
Toe coronary arteries were traditionally evaluated using conventional catheter coro
nary angiography. This technique, however, has some major disadvantages: the exact
course of the coronary arteries may be difficult to assess, because their complex three
dimensional anatomy is displayed in two dimensional projection images. Especial
ly in diagnosing coronary artery anomalies this is a major problem with reported
misdiagnosis of the course of anomalous coronary arteries in up to 50% of cases
[2]. Furthermore, catheter coronary angiography only provides information on the
coronary artery lumen and not on the vessel wall. Finally, it is an invasive procedure,
associated with a certain risk of morbidity (1.5%) and mortality (0.15%) [3]. There
fore, a non-invasive alternative was greatly desired. In the past two decades, cardiac
computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have emerged
as noninvasive modalities to evaluate cardiac disease at anatomical as well as func
tional level. With these techniques, three dimensional volumes are acquired instead
of two dimensional projection images which gave rise to a new field of research in
radiology concerning the visualization and post-processing of volumetric data.
Three dimensional visualization of the heart and coronary arteries became feasible
with high quality electron beam tomography (EBCT) data in 1996, although EBCT
was already introduced in 1984. EBCT allowed visualization of the heart and epi
cardial coronary arteries after intravenous injection of contrast, with image acquisi
tion triggered by the patient's electrocardiogram [4-6]. Several early reports dem
onstrated preliminary results with contrast-enhanced EBCT for the evaluation of
the coronary arteries in the comparison with conventional coronary angiography
[3-11]. To visualize the coronary arteries for stenoses, visualization techniques such
as 3D shaded surface display and maximum intensity projections for assessing the
coronary arteries were commonly used.
Surface shaded display (SSD), or surface rendering, is a technique that uses only a
part of a CT dataset for image reconstruction by defining a Hounsfield unit (HU)
threshold. The voxels with a value below this threshold will simply be removed from
the data and only the remaining voxels are used for rendering. Therefore, the 3D
image is a surface representation with this technique. The reconstruction of a sur
face shaded display image with a threshold in the region of the contrast-enhanced
blood only shows contrast-enhanced structures, while ignoring the vessel wall and
surrounding connective tissue. SSD techniques were already used in the early 80's
for cranio-facial reconstructive surgery planning and for analysis of congenital and
11
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acquired cardiopulmonary disease [12-14].
Maximum intensity projection is a technique where only the maximum density val
ues in the 3D volume are displayed; only the voxels with the highest intensities found
on imaginary rays cast through the volume are projected into a 2D image [15]. In
case of the sts-MIP a small slab is extracted from the datasets, in most cases based
on a plane defined using MPR, to apply the MIP algorithm to. Maximum intensity
projections can be used to track contrast enhanced structures like the coronary ar
teries. MIP imaging was originally invented for use in nuclear medicine and first
described in 1989 [16]. The MIP technique is limited by surrounding structures with
high density like contrasted blood pools, bone or metal since they could project over
the arteries.
Both SSD and MIP require manual removal of other blood pools and take much time
before obtaining clinically useful 3D images [9]. Both techniques were implemented
and their downsides accepted because they eliminated much of the data and there
fore provided visualization at acceptable speeds on the available hardware. It should
be noted that the hardware capabilities were very limited and computation time was
relatively expensive at that time if we compare it to the current situation. Advanced
capabilities in scientific visualization such as volume rendering were available but
required very expensive dedicated graphics hardware to compute.
A study published in 1998 by Rensing et al [4] also evaluated non-invasive detec
tion of coronary stenoses with EBCT, but did use the advanced capabilities of vol
ume rendering to evaluate the coronary arteries. The only way to achieve this was
by the use of high-end computer systems by Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI) and the
VoxelViewTM volume- rendering software (Vital Images, Inc) that were especially
developed for advanced scientific visualization and oil industry. Unlike surface ren
dering, volume rendering does not make use of a surface representation [ 17] but
uses the complete dataset available which makes it very computational expensive
when compared to SSD and MIP. Volume rendering assigns certain properties to
each voxel based on its HU value. Therefore all available data can be used, partial
rendering is possible and different properties such as color and transparency can
be assigned to different tissues. These properties make volume rendering the most
advanced 3D visualization technique which provides 'real' depth cues and allows the
user to assign properties such as color, transparency, reflection, etc. to each possible
voxel value. However, when first reported, even with the high-end hardware volume
rendering was quite time consuming, with average post-processing time of 15-20
minutes [4]. However, because of the rapid developments in hardware, the capacity
of that hardware increased and thus the time required to process the data decreased.
Nowadays software tools provide automatic 3D images when a complete cardiac CT
dataset is loaded within seconds on off-the-shelve, inexpensive hardware. Moreover,
most software packages are capable of automatically segmenting the heart from the
surrounding structures, where in earlier years surrounding structures like pulmo12
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nary vessels and chest wall had to be removed manually.
Shaded surface display was still used for several years, but in 2003 reported to be
inferior to volume rendering for coronary evaluation [17] and is not frequently used
for medical analysis anymore nowadays. Volume rendering only became available to
the general users on a wide scale during the past decade and is still frequently used
to obtain a general overview of the anatomy with good insight in complex three
dimensional anatomical configurations, as will be shown in chapter 2.
Developments in fast volume rendering and the ability to use the full dataset also
enabled the implementation of more experimental visualization techniques such as
virtual angioscopy, or fly-through, of the coronary arteries, first described in 2000
[18]. Coronary fly-through is a way to provide a delineation of the coronary lumen
from the inside by placing a virtual camera inside the, hollowed, coronary artery
and then moving that camera along the centerline of the artery providing a virtual
fly-through. Although EBCT was reasonably robust, only 81% of the major coronary
artery branches could be visualized with sufficient quality using the coronary fly
through technique. For the reconstruction of fly-through movies, the image quality
of the 3D datasets must be perfect.
Multi Planar Reformation
Traditionally, cross-sectional cardiac CT images were also reviewed in the axial
plane [15] because going through the slides from top to bottom gives a good first
impression. In virtually every cardiac CT examination, regardless whether it is per
formed for assessment of coronary artery disease, suspicion of coronary anomalies,
congenital heart disease or functional assessment, evaluation of the global cardiac
anatomy with this basic technique is still required. Basically this axial review is the
most native form of multi planar reformation (MPR).
Another technique to evaluate the coronary arteries which is more targeted to the
vessel is curved multi planar reconstruction (cMPR). This technique is mainly used
in vascular imaging (angiographic studies, including coronary artery angiography).
With cMPR the centerline of an artery is generated and a view is presented that
stretches the contrast enhanced vessel using this centerline resulting in a single,
straightened view of the complete vessel.
The use of cMPR in CT coronary angiography was already described in 1998 by
Achenbach et al. [19]. They concluded that cMPR is useful in the evaluation of con
trast-enhanced EBCT scans of the heart. However, a main drawback of this tech
nique that considerable user interaction was still necessary making it very opera
tor dependent. Furthermore, only one vessel could be visualized in one image and
side branches were not depicted unless separate reconstructions were rendered for
every side branch. Manual generation of a cMPR was performed by creating a cen
terline along the main coronary branch taking approximately 10-15 minutes [19].
Later technical advances resulted in techniques in which vessels were automatically
13
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detected after the manual setting of a start- and end-point [20] or just clicking the
desired vessel. After just a few seconds an automatic centerline is created [21] . Re
cent software tools provide a fully automatic segmentation of the coronary arteries
with which the software selects and labels the vessels automatically within seconds
after loading the dataset.
However, these fully automatic algorithms will fail in many cases when trying to seg
ment anomalous coronary arteries because the anatomy does not comply with the
standard configuration and therefore the correct origins and course cannot be de
tected automatically. In most cases, algorithms that automatically segment the cen
terline of the coronary arteries based on some human interaction by setting points
on the required artery will be able to correctly segment the anomalous coronary
arteries.
cMPR makes it easier to perform quantitative measurements like calculating ste
nosis or assessing a coronary plaque and allow for a fast evaluation of the coronary
arteries.
Spatial resolution improvements
Post-processing is completely depending on the quality of data acquisition. In re
cent years, image quality of cardiac CT has improved due to extensive technological
developments. Spatial resolution with EBCT scanning (1995) was 0.7x0.7xl.5 mm
with a temporal resolution of 100 ms. With the advance of 4-slice MDCT (1999) spa
tial resolution remained non-isotropic , 0.6x0.6xl.3 mm with a temporal resolution
of 250 ms. However, isotropic acquisition of small voxels is necessary for optimal
cardiac analysis. With the advent of 16-slice MDCT (2002), data could be acquired
isotropic, with a resolution of 0.6x0.6x0.6 mm, but still a limited temporal resolu
tion of 250 ms. With the advent of newer generations of CT scanners, the 64-slice
MDCT (2004), and the introduction of a second X-ray source in dual-source CT
(DSCT) technology (2006), temporal and spatial resolution have further improved
dramatically to a spatial resolution of 0.4x0.4x0.4 mm and a temporal resolution of
165 ms (64-slice MDCT) and 83 ms (DSCT). This was due to smaller detector sizes,
higher gantry rotation speeds and advanced scanning techniques. In consequence of
this, image quality has improved and the number of motion artefacts have substan
tially decreased compared to earlier scanner generations [ 22]. Together with recent
advances in post-processing software, image quality should improve even more. The
first part of this thesis concerns the visualization of coronary artery anatomy and
coronary fly-through in dual-source CT datasets demonstrating the current capa
bilities of advanced visualization.
Four-dimensional visualization and analysis
In the beginning of three dimensional cardiac acquisition using EBCT coronary angi
ography, only one phase of the cardiac cycle was available because of the prospective
14
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triggering. With the advent of multi-detector CT (MDCT) and the development of
retrospective gating, reconstruction of images at different heart phases became feasi
ble [23], and therefore the first 4D visualization of the heart was possible [24] show
ing the three-dimensional shape of the blood pools in the heart chambers at multiple
phases during the heartbeat. The ability to obtain 4D data opened the possibility
of performing left ventricular (LV) functional measurements. Left ventricular (LV)
myocardial function parameters, especially LV ejection fraction (LVEF) and myo
cardial mass, are important predictors for morbidity and mortality in patients with
ischemic and non-ischemic heart disease [25-27]. However, when first developed,
4D post-processing was extremely computationally expensive and it took hours to
reconstruct a 4D movie, even with improved image quality of the new generation CT
scanners. Traditionally, LV functional parameters were calculated based on manu
ally drawn contours in short axis slices according to the Simpson method [28]. The
Simpson method uses continuous short-axis images of the left ventricle and deter
mines the LV volume by calculating the sum of all cross-sectional areas multiplied
by slice thickness. Manual reconstruction of short-axis images from raw MDCT data
was necessary. In addition, endo- and epicardial contours had to be manually drawn,
which can be very time-consuming. Another disadvantage could be that papillary
muscles are included in the ventricular volume, while papillary muscles are not part
of the actual blood volume and excluding them would approximate the "true" values
better. Trabeculae and papillary muscles are reported to significantly affect quantifi
cations of LV volume and mass [29]. Compared with the inclusion of trabeculae in
the LV cavity volume, the exclusion of endocardial trabeculae resulted in systemati
cally smaller LV volumes and larger LVEF and mass values [29].
Several studies demonstrate an excellent reliability of manual contour tracing with
the modified Simpson method for calculating LV functional parameters.
With regard to time constraints in clinical practice, more automatic software tools
have been developed. First, endo- and epicardial contour tracing could be performed
with a single click. Later, (semi-)automatic software packages with a threshold-based
three-dimensional volumetry method have been developed and primarily used in
CT data. This technique depicts attenuation differences between myocardial wall
and contrast enhanced LV blood pool. The LV volume is obtained by calculating the
sum of all continuous voxels exceeding a predefined attenuation threshold. With this
method, papillary muscles and trabeculae are automatically excluded from the LV
cavity due to the low density of the tissue. LV cavity segmentation can be performed
with little user interaction and therefore short post-processing time. Some region
growing software tools automatically assess end-diastolic and end-systolic phase,
and can also automatically detect the position of the mitral valve plane throughout
the cardiac cycle.
The second part of this thesis concerns the evaluation of the clinical use of commer
cially available LV function measurement techniques with retrospective ECG-gated
15
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cardiac DSCT.

Purpose and o tline

The focus of this thesis is on multi-dimensional cardiac post-processing and visuali
zation in dual source computed tomography. In chapter 2, coronary fly-through or
virtual angioscopy (VA) is studied in dual-source CT datasets. In earlier years, the
application of this application was limited because of the requirements for an optimal
CT scan and time consuming post-processing. Recent advances in post-processing
software facilitated application of VA, but the image quality of CT coronary angiog
raphy has long been insufficient. The higher temporal resolution of dual-source CT
with a more stable image quality could prove to enable VA in all patients. Chapter
3 examines the capability of DSCT in evaluating coronary artery anomalies. Early
detection and evaluation of coronary artery anomalies is essential because of their
potential association with myocardial ischemia and sudden death. Apart from coro
nary anatomy, left ventricular function is also very important, because it is a strong
parameter in the diagnosis and prediction of prognosis in patients with known or
suspected cardiac disease. The accuracy of evaluation of global left ventricular func
tion assessment of DSCT is evaluated in chapter 4, where DSCT is compared to
MRI, which is nowadays considered to be the reference standard. A possible effect
of post-processing on the results of evaluation of LV functional parameters is exam
ined in chapter 5, in which DSCT data is evaluated with 5 different software tools
and compared to the results of MRI. Three of these software tools are examined in
chapter 6; in this chapter we assess the reliability of (semi-)automatic LV function
measurements using three different packages on the same DSCT datasets. Finally
we examine the accuracy of automatic measurement of LV functional parameters
as compared to manually adjusted measurements in three different cardiac CT soft
ware packages, as described in chapter 7.
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Coronary fly-through or virtual angioscopy using dual-source
MDCT data

Eur Radiol 2007;17:2852-2859

Abstract
Coronary fly-through or virtual angioscopy (VA) has been studied ever since its in
vention in 2000. However, application was limited because it requires an optimal
computed tomography (CT) scan and time-consuming post-processing. Recent
advances in post-processing software facilitate easy construction of VA, but until
now image quality was insufficient in most patients. The introduction of dual-source
multidetector CT (MDCT) could enable VA in all patients. Twenty patients were
scanned using a dual-source MDCT (Definition, Siemens, Forchheim, Germany)
using a standard coronary artery protocol. Post-processing was performed on an
Aquarius Workstation (TeraRecon, San Mateo, Calif.). Length travelled per major
branch was recorded in millimetres, together with the time required in minutes. VA
could be performed in every patient for each of the major coronary arteries. The
mean (range) length of the automated fly-through was 80 (32-107) mm for the left
anterior descending (LAD), 75 (21-116) mm for the left circumflex artery (LCx), and
109 (21-190) mm for the right coronary artery (RCA). Calcifications and stenoses
were visualized, as well as most side branches. The mean time required was 3 min
for LAD, 2.5 min for LCx, and 2 minutes for the RCA. Dual-source MDCT allows
for high quality visualization of the coronary arteries in every patient because scan
ning with this machine is independent of the heart rate. This is clearly shown by the
successful VA in all patients. Potential clinical value of the VA should be determined
in the near future.

Coronaryfly-through

Introduction

Coronary fly-through or virtual angioscopy (VA) using various generations of com
puted tomography (CT) devices has been reported in a number of publications since
its first mention in 2000 [1-3]. Main reason for the minimal research on this topic
was the limited application because of the requirements for an optimal CT scan and
time consuming post-processing. Recent advances in post-processing software facil
itate easy construction of VA, but until now image quality of coronary CT was insuf
ficient in most patients. The introduction of dual-source multidetector CT (MDCT)
has shown a more stable quality of data in all patients because of higher temporal
resolutions, which could prove to enable VA in all patients and allow investigation of
the clinical value of this visualization technique [4-6].

Methods and Materials

Twenty patients (13 male, mean age 60±13 years old) were selected at random from
patients scanned for coronary artery disease using a standard coronary artery proto
col on a dual source MDCT (Definition, Siemens, Forchheim, Germany).
Post-processing was performed on an Aquarius Workstation (TeraRecon, San Mateo,
Calif.). The software allows an automatic vessel fly-through, which provides inside
front and rear views, together with a view of the path and location on the surface of
the heart (fig. 1). Besides this, three multiplanar reformation planes (sagittal, coro
nal and axial) are shown for the location of the camera. Length travelled per major
branch was recorded in millimetres, together with the time required in minutes to
perform the evaluation per major branch. Ostia of side branches were visualized, but
no fly-through of those side branches was performed.

Results

VA could be performed semi-automatically with minor user interaction in every
patient for each of the major coronary arteries using dual-source CT (DSCT).
The mean (range) length of the automated fly-through was 80 (32-107) mm for the
left anterior descending (LAD), 75 (21-116) mm for the left circumflex artery (LCx),
and 109 (21-190) mm for the right coronary artery (RCA).
Calcifications were clearly visualized as white structures floating inside the lumen.
Stenoses were visualized when present by indentations of the lumen wall (fig. 2).
Visibility of the actual size of the stent lumen is still limited, but fly-through was
possible in the stents we found (fig. 3).
The major side branches of the main coronary arteries could be detected during the
fly-through (fig. 4). No fly-through was performed through those side branches.
The mean time required was 3 min for LAD, 2.5 min for LCx, and 2 minutes for the
RCA.
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Figure 1. Large trajectory visu
alization of the right coronary
artery (RCA).

Figure 2. Visibility of a stenotic
lesion.
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Figure 3. Stent visibility.
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Figure 4. Visibility of major side
branches.
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Figure 5. Problems with ar
tefacts in non-optimal recon
structed datasets.

Figure 6. Problems with motion
artefacts causing apparent sten
oses.
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Figure 7. Visualization is ham
pered by presence of surgical
clips in a bypass graft.

Discussion

Introduction ofDSCT enables 100% visualization of all major arteries and thus dem
onstrates a major gain in image quality compared with electron beam CT (EBCT)
and MDCT, with only 76% and 84% assessable, respectively [3] .
Furthermore, the time required for processing the data decreased to about 2.5 min
compared with the 6-13 min required in 2002 (table 1). Notice that the times shown
in the table for EBCT and MDCT do not include the actual computing time, which
could be hours with the hard- and software at that time. Currently, all computation
and visualization is in real time and thus included in the 2.5 min required for a coro
nary fly-through of a major branch using DSCT data.
Different artefacts still hamper the fly-through. First, non-optimal reconstruction
will present itself as a sudden change in the form of the vessel wall. The effects are
shown in figure 5, and it will be clear that these artefacts can be easily recognized
because of the non-natural shape of the wall. A more difficult artefact is cause by
motion. Here, the artefact can be easily appreciated on the three-dimensional view,
but in the fly-through it presents as an apparent stenosis (fig. 6).
Finally, surgical clips in bypasses still pose a problem as already shown an earlier
publication using EBCT [1] (fig. 7).
All three articles that (to our best knowledge) are available on this topic conclude
with similar remarks [1-3]. They all state that the coronary fly-through or virtual
26
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Table 1 . Results of an earlier study using EBCT and four-slice MDCT {3] in comparison with the DSCT
results of the current study.

EBCT (2002)

4-MDCT (2002)

DSCT (2006)

Percentage assessable

14/15 (93%)

14/15 (93%)

20/20 ( 1 00%)

Mean preparation time (min)

12

13

3

Mean number of key frames

13

16

n.a.

Percentage assessable

1 1/ 1 5 (73%)

10/15 (67%)

20/20 ( 1 00%)

Mean preparation time (min)

7

10

2.5

Mean number of key frames

9

13

n.a.

LAD

LCX

RCA
Percentage assessable

9/1 5 (60%)

14/15 (93%)

20/20 ( 1 00%)

Mean preparation time (min)

6

10

2

Mean number of key frames

8

14

n.a.

Total percentage assessable

34/45 (76%)

38/45 (84%)

60/60 ( 1 00%)

The number of key frames is no longer applicable (n.a.) for the current software tools that can perform
the coronary fly-through in real-time.

coronary angioscopy (VCA) is a promising technique that, however, requires higher
quality of the datasets and better image processing software.
A shortcoming of our study was the lack of a igold standardi to confirm the findings
of the coronary fly-through.

Conclusion

Dual-source MDCT provides a high quality visualization of the coronary artery tree,
independently of the heart rate. This is clearly shown by the successful VCA in all 20
patients in this study. With recent advancements of image processing software and
CT acquisition techniques, the conditions have been met for providing the technical
basis for the clinical validation of VCA and potential clinical value of VCA should
be determined in the near future.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to assess the capability of dual-source computed tomog
raphy (DSCT) in evaluating coronary artery anomalies. Early detection and evalua
tion of coronary artery anomalies is essential because of their potential association
with myocardial ischemia and sudden death. In 16 patients ( 12 men, mean age 50± 14
years), anomalous coronary arteries were detected on contrast-enhanced DSCT in a
patient cohort of 230 individuals (incidence of 7%). Six different types of anomalies
were diagnosed (three fistula, four anomalies of the circumflex artery, four anoma
lous right coronary arteries, three anomalies of the left coronary artery, one absent
left main coronary artery, and one left coronary artery arising from the pulmonary
trunk). Of all 16 patients, 10 also underwent conventional coronary angiography
( CAG). Retrospective evaluation of the CAGs by an experienced interventional car
diologist resulted in a precise diagnosis in 50% of patients. With DSCT, sufficient
image quality and exact visualization of the aberrant anatomy was achieved in all
patients. Therefore, DSCT seems to be an accurate diagnostic tool for examining the
precise origin, course, and shape of aberrant coronary arteries.
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Introduction

Congenital anomalies are, in most cases, asymptomatic and will therefore often go
unrecognized [ 1]. Population studies show that congenital anomalies of the coronary
arteries have a prevalence of approximately 1% [ 2,3]. In the congenital anomalies
recognized, variants of both origin and course of central coronary vessel segments
are most frequently seen. Vessels originating from the contralateral side, such as ec
topic origins of the right coronary artery (RCA) from the left sinus of Valsalva (LSV)
or the proximal left coronary artery (LCA), or ectopic origins of the LCA from the
right sinus ofValsalva (RSV) or the proximal RCA are commonly seen[2]. The aber
rant vessel may have an interarterial course between the aorta and the pulmonary
artery before its normal peripheral course is followed. This particular course is be
lieved to have a high risk for sudden cardiac death [4, 5]. These coronary anomalies
can be fatal, especially in young, asymptomatic individuals [6-8]. Other congenital
abnormalities associated with myocardial ischemia are coronary artery fistula, myo
cardial bridging and an anomalous origin of a coronary artery from the pulmonary
artery (PA) [9-12]. Because of the possible occurrence of symptoms of myocardial
ischemia and sudden cardiac death, early identification and evaluation of anomalous
coronary anatomy are important.
Until recently, delineation of coronary artery anomalies was performed using cath
eter-based coronary angiography (CAG) [13, 14]. However, besides the general dis
advantages of being invasive and relatively expensive, this technique has some ma
jor limitations that hamper the visualization of coronary anomalies [15]. First, the
precise course of the vessel may not be adequately defined because CAG consists of
two-dimensional projection images and thus often does not provide enough infor
mation on the complex three-dimensional vessel anatomy. Second, the identification
of an anomalous artery can be difficult with respect to locating the vessel origin by
means of catheter-based angiography [2]. In addition, the structures surrounding
the coronary arteries are not visible because of the local contrast injection in CAG.
Multiple studies show that multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) accurate
ly depicts the origin and course of coronary vessels [l,2,4,13,15]. Most shortcomings
of catheter angiography have been overcome with contrast-enhanced MDCT. First,
immediate visualization of the anomalous coronary artery is possible due to system
atically administered contrast agent, and second, complete cardiac CT data sets pro
vide good inside into the relation of the coronary artery to other cardiac structures
such as the pulmonary artery and the aorta [2,15]. However, the relatively small
dimensions and fast movement of the coronary arteries make their visualization by
MDCT challenging [16]. Depending on the heart rate, 16- and 64-slice scanners
can have an insufficient temporal resolution, preventing the acquisition of optimal
image quality for every patient [15]. Especially in patients with high heart rates, the
occurrence of motion artefacts can diminish image quality [ 16].
The dual-source CT (DSCT) is a new concept in CT imaging, first described by Flohr
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et al. [17]. The system combines two sets of X-ray tubes plus detector (64 slices)
mounted on a single gantry at an angle of 90°, allowing a high temporal resolution.
Preliminary results in literature show that DSCT could provide optimal image qual
ity at every phase of the RR cycle, even in patients with high heart rates [ 16-18]. In
this study, we used DSCT images to identify anomalous coronary arteries and to
define their orifices as well as their anatomical courses. We aim to demonstrate the
benefit of DSCT in the depiction of anomalous coronary arteries.

Materials and Methods

Patients
We analysed the first 230 consecutive patients scanned after installation of the DSCT
(Somatom Definition, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forcheim, Germany) in our in
stitution in May 2006. Of these 230 patients, 33 were referred for suspicion of a
coronary anomaly. Coronary anomalies were found in sixteen of these patients;
they either presented with suspicion of a coronary anomaly (n= lO) or the coronary
anomaly was an incidental finding (n=6). These sixteen patients (12 men) ranged in
age from 24 to 72 years (mean age 50 years). Eleven patients were evaluated for sus
picion of a cardiovascular event; ten of these patients had complaints of chest pain
and one suffered from fatigue. Two patients were examined as part of a research pro
tocol, in which patients with peripheral arterial disease were screened for coronary
artery disease. One patient was evaluated for palpitations and an abnormal ECG,
and one patient had an inconclusive CAG that required evaluating the coronary ar
teries before major surgery. In one patient, the coronary artery anomaly was discov
ered during operative replacement of the ascending aorta because of dissection, and
CT was performed afterwards to evaluate the exact course of the coronaries.
Clinical indications for DSCT included clarifying the results of an inconclusive
CAG, confirming a suspected coronary anomaly, gaining insight into the exact
three-dimensional course of the anomalous artery, or obtaining information about
the possible cause of the clinical cardiac symptoms. Patients undergoing DSCT for
clinical indications were evaluated as part of the clinical workup; no written in
formed consent or IRB approval was required. The two patients who were part of
the research protocol both signed informed consent for participation in the study.
General contra-indications for a contrast-enhanced DSCT were renal insufficiency
(creatinine > 120 µmol/1 or GFR < 60ml/min), hyperthyroidism, and contrast al
lergy. No beta-blockers were administered in the preparation of the scan.
Of the 16 patients, 10 patients (63%) also underwent a conventional CAG prior to
the DSCT examination. All CAGs were retrospectively evaluated in random order
by an experienced interventional cardiologist, who was blinded from the previous
CAG and DSCT results.
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Table 1. Data on patients with anomalous coronary arteries.

Patient Gender Age Average Anomaly
HR

Reason DSCT CAG

1

M

35

67

Fistula from LAD to
right ventricle

Chest pain

2

F

63

73

Fistula from LCA to
right atrium

Chest pain

F

30
52
24
59
59
72
61

83
55
74
60
62
59
63

Fistula from RSV to PA Fatigue

47
54

65
40

RCA with high take-off Chest pain
RCA with low high
take-off

Aortic valve
stenosis

Diagnostic

75
55
54
68

RCA from LSV

Chest pain

Inconclusive

RCA from LSV

Chest pain

Inconclusive

LCA from RSV

Chest pain

Inconclusive

Separate origins LAD
and CX

Research

79

ALCAPA

Chest pain

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

M

10

M

11

M

12
13
14
15

M

M

35
54
60
59

16

F

41

M
M
M
F
M

M
M

Diagnostic

CX from RCA

Chest pain

CX from RCA

Palpitations

CX from dorsal sinus

Research

CX from distal LAD

Chest pain

Inconclusive

LCA from RSV

Chest pain

Diagnostic

LCA from RSV

Aortic
dissection

Diagnostic

Inconclusive

Diagnostic

HR Heart rate, DSCT dual-source computed tomography, CAG coronary angiography, LCA left coronary artery, RV right ventricle, LAD left anterior descending artery, RA right atrium, CX circumflex
artery, RCA right coronary artery, PA pulmonary artery, RSV right sinus of Valsalva, LSV left sinus of
Valsalva, ALCAPA anomalous left coronary artery from pulmonary artery.

Image acquisition
Retrospective ECG-triggered images were obtained during one breath-hold, starting
at the carina and ending well below the most caudal part of the heart. The follow
ing scan protocol was used: tube voltage was 120 kV and tube current 410 mAs/rot
for both tubes. The gantry rotation time was 0.33 s, and the pitch ranged from 0.2
to 0.5 s, adapted automatically to the heart rate. The ECG pulsing window was 2070% of the RR interval for all patients. Scanning was performed with a 64x0.6-mm
collimation. Coronary enhancement was achieved by intravenous injection of 80
ml of non-ionic contrast agent (Iomeron® 400 mg/ml, flow rate 5 ml/s) followed by
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a saline bolus flush (flow rate 4 ml/s). Bolus timing was performed automatically
with a region of interest set in the descending aorta. The calculated mean effective
radiation dose based on the used scan protocol is 7.3 mS [19]. Images were selected
using 20 preview series with 5% interval throughout the RR cycle. The cardiac phase
with the best visual image quality was reconstructed and used for further evaluation.
Images were reconstructed with a slice thickness of 0.6 mm and a 0.4 mm incre
ment using a smooth B26f kernel. Images were evaluated on Siemens Circulation
Software (Siemens Medical Systems, Forcheim, Germany), Vitrea version 3.9 (Vital
Images, Minnesota, USA) and Aquarius Workstation (TeraRecon, San Mateo, CA,
USA). Axial images and oblique multiplanar reconstructions were used for evalua
tion of the coronary arteries, as well as curved multiplanar reconstruction and three
dimensional volume rendering.

Results

Out of 230 patients scanned, 16 were diagnosed with a coronary artery anomaly
(7%). In each of the 16 patients with coronary anomalies, the origin and course of
the aberrant artery were distinctly visualized by DSCT. DSCT was performed with
out complications in all patients. Heart rates were between 40 and 83 bpm (mean 65

Figure 1. Images obtained in patient 1 (a). The images show a fistula arising from the first septa[ branch
of the left anterior descending artery (LCA). The proximal LCA is tortuous and dilated with a maximum
diameter of approximately 8 mm. The dilatation continues distally, until the first septa[ branch, ending into
the right ventricle. After the first septa! branch, the left anterior descending artery has a normal calibre. The
proximal part of the circumflex artery is also dilated, with no other abnormalities seen in other parts of the
coronary artery system. This image only shows the coronary vessels and the aortic root.
Image of the same patient (b). In this visualization, the aorta and coronary vessels are shown as opaque
structures, whereas the other cardiac structures are transparent. The termination of the fistula in the right
ventricle is visible.
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Figure 2. Image of patient 4 with a circumflex artery (CX) arising from the right coronary sinus with its
course running behind the aortic root before resuming a normal distal CX route (a). In the mid-CX, a stent
is visible. A catheter-based coronary angiogram was performed, and a significant stenosis in the CX was
found, which was immediately stented. A dual-source CT scan was made afterwards to evaluate the exact
course of the CX. The origin and course of the left and right coronary artery are normal.
Dual-source CT images from the same patient, with the CX seen from a more anterior oblique angle (b).
The stent in the aberrant circumflex artery is visualized (arrow).

bpm). In the 16 patients with a coronary anomaly, six different types of anomalies
were diagnosed (table 1).
Conventional coronary angiography
In 50% of all patients who underwent a CAG, the anatomy of the anomalous coro
nary artery was accurately depicted. In the five cases where the exact anatomy could
not be discerned, either the course of the anomalous vessel remained uncertain (be
tween the aorta and the pulmonary artery or retroaortic) (n=2) or the origin of the
RCA/ CX could not be depicted (n=3).
Coronary arteryfistula
In three patients ( 19%), DSCT revealed a coronary fistula. The first patient had a
fistula between the first septal branch of the LAD and the right ventricle (fig. la-b),
which was hemodynamically insignificant. The second patient was known to have
a coronary artery fistula, coursing between the LCA and the right atrium and re
quired further investigation because of progressive chest pain. DSCT was performed
to evaluate the fistula before and after surgical closure. In the third patient, DSCT
revealed an aneurysm of the right coronary cusp with a fistula between the right
coronary cusp and the right ventricle outflow tract (RVOT). Surgical correction of
the aneurysm was performed and the patient recovered without complications.
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Figure 3. This image shows
JD volume rendering pa
tient 8. A single ostium is
visible in the right sinus
of Valsalva, with a nor
mal origin and course of
the right coronary artery
(RCA) and an abnormal
origin and course of the left
coronary artery (LCA) (a).
The LCA courses between
the aorta and the pulmo
nary artery (which has been
made transparent in order
to show the common trunk
of the coronary vessels) and
then trifurcates into three
branches, their courses simi
lar to those of the distal left
anterior descending artery
(LAD), a diagonal of the
LAD and the circumflex ar
tery. There, they supply their
normal myocardial regions.
Different image of patient 8.
The coronary vessels and the
aorta are visualized, with
a caudal view of the aortic
cusps (b). The single ostium
from the right sinus of Vals
alva and the aberrant LCA
are clearly visible. Also, the
three aortic cusps can be
seen from the caudal side.
The images surrounding the
3D image show a curved
multiplanar reconstruction
and sections perpendicular
to the coronary artery, in
which heavy calcifications
of the right coronary artery
can be seen (along the line in
the 3D image).
The same patient with an
other vessel-only image, now
seen from a cranial view (c).
Irregular calcifications can
be seen on the outer surface
of all coronary arteries.
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Anomalies of the circumflex artery
Four patients (25%) had an anomalous origin of the circumflex artery (CX); in two
of these patients the CX originated from the RCA with a retroaortic course. In the
first patient, a CAG was made because of chest pain. A significant stenosis was found
in the CX and a stent-PCI was performed in the same session. A DSCT scan was
made afterwards to evaluate the exact course of the CX, which turned out to be ret
roaortic (fig. 2a-b). The second patient had a CX originating from the RCA, running
dorsal of the aorta. One patient had a CX from the dorsal sinus, also with a retroaor
tic course. This patient underwent cardiac DSCT as part of a research protocol. The
last patient had a CX coming from the distal LAD after which it followed its normal
course. This patient underwent DSCT after CAG revealed a possible aberrant course
of the LAD (fig. 3).
Anomalies of the RCA
Two patients (13%) presented with either a high or low take-off of the RCA from the
right sinus of Valsalva. In both patients, CAG could not hook up the RCA.
Two patients (13%) had an RCA arising from the left sinus of Valsalva. One of them
had an interarterial course of the aberrant RCA (fig. 4). This patient underwent CAG
on account of chest pain, during which the RCA could not be visualized. On DSCT
an aberrant RCA was seen, coming from the left sinus of Valsalva and forming a
Y-shaped origin with the LCA from the left coronary cusp (single-vessel coronary
artery). The RCA crosses over to its normal course into the AV groove between the
aorta and the pulmonary artery. In another patient with suspected coronary artery
disease and unsuccessful contrast injection of the RCA, DSCT showed an RCA with
the origin in the left coronary cusp.
Figure 4. Volume-rendered image of pa
tient 12. A catheter-based coronary angio
gram showed no coronary artery disease,
but could not depict the right coronary
artery (RCA). Therefore, a dual-source CT
(DSCT) scan was made. On DSCT, an ab
errant RCA was seen arising from the left
sinus of Valsalva and forming a Y-shaped
origin with the left coronary artery (LCA)
from the left coronary cusp. The RCA cross
es over to its normal distributional area of
the myocardium between the aorta and the
pulmonary artery. From the left main coro
nary artery, the left anterior descending ar
tery and circumflex artery arise normally
and have a normal course and distribution.
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Anomalies of the LCA
In three patients (19%), the LCA originated from the right side. In each case, the
LCA shared its ostium with the RCA, which makes these three anomalies single
vessel coronary arteries. In one patient, a 60-year old male, a DSCT scan was made
to evaluate the left coronary system, which could not be sufficiently visualized on
CAG. The LCA originated from the right coronary cusp, with an interarterial path
way between the aorta and the pulmonary artery.
The second patient was evaluated because of chest pain, and an abnormal ECG and
stress-test (fig. 3a-c). On DSCT a single ostium was visible in the right sinus of Val
salva, with a normal origin and course of the RCA and an abnormal origin and
course of the LCA. The LCA was found to run between the aorta and the pulmonary
artery and then to trifurcate into three branches, their courses comparable to those
of a normal distal LAD, a diagonal of the LAD and the CX. There, they supply their
normal regions. The third patient was a 61-year-old male who underwent acute sur
gery because of a dissected ascending aorta. During this operation, a single coronary
artery was discovered.
Anomalies of the left main coronary artery
In one patient, the left main coronary artery was absent, with both the CX and the
LAD arising from a separate origin. This patient underwent DSCT because of a re
search protocol and did not suffer from cardiac complaints.
Left coronary artery from pulmonary artery (ALCAPA)
One patient was diagnosed with ALCAPA. She presented with chest pain, therefore
CAG was performed but the LCA could not be hooked up. A DSCT scan showed an
LCA arising from the pulmonary trunk with a normal bifurcation into the LAD and
the ex (fig. 5).

Discussion

In the past, invasive coronary angiography has been the gold standard for the evalu
ation of coronary artery anomalies. However, this approach has several shortcomings. A major limitation is the two-dimensional projection of the coronary arteries,
which makes it difficult to obtain information about the three-dimensional course of
the vessel. Previously published studies report a correct vessel determination of ab
errant coronaries with selective catheterization in only 53-55% of cases [l,2,9]. This
percentage was confirmed by our study in which the course of the anomalous coro
nary artery could be accurately depicted in 50% of patients who underwent CAG.
Also, as coronary artery anomalies are relatively rare, most angiographers will have
limited experience in detecting and visualizing them. This may explain why a large
percentage of aberrant coronary arteries are inconclusively diagnosed at coronary
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional image
of patient 16. In this cranial view
of the heart, the left coronary ar
tery (LCA) can be seen to originate
from the pulmonary artery (PA), a
condition known as ALCAPA. The
right coronary artery (RCA) has a
normal origin from the right coro
nary cusp of the aorta.

catheterization [13]. In CAG, diagnosis of an aberrant origin can be very time con
suming, and requires an additional amount of X-ray exposure, while nowadays a CT
can be made and anomalies can be identified more easily. The difference of detection
capabilities of both methods is also reflected in the literature, in the percentages of
anomalies in unselected, consecutive series. In invasive coronary studies an average
incidence of coronary anomalies of 1% can be found, while in non -invasive CT stud
ies percentages ranging from 2,5-6,6% are reported [1-3, 6].
Another limitation of CAG is its invasive nature, with a risk of 1. 7% of major compli
cations including myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular accident, arrhythmias, and
vascular complications. CAG has a mortality of 0.1 % [20].
In the evaluation of the coronary arteries, some fundamental research has been pub
lished on the use of MR imaging, but MR has several disadvantages in the assessment
of coronary arteries. Aside from the fact that this technique cannot be performed
in patients with non-MR compatible pacemakers, stents, defibrillating devices, or
claustrophobia, the spatial resolution of MR angiography is substantially inferior to
that of the newest generation of CT scanners [13].
Multiple studies have demonstrated that contrast-enhanced MDCT is an accurate
non-invasive modality to identify and define anomalous coronary arteries and their
three-dimensional course [1, 2, 4, 15].
Although MDCT has been proven to provide an accurate depiction of the origin and
course of coronary arteries, motion artefacts have been a frequently encountered
limitation for cardiac CT, especially in patients with high heart rates [16]. Cardiac
imaging in 16- and 64-slice CT scanners is limited because of their inferior tempo
ral resolution. Even for 64-slice spiral CT scanners, image quality has been shown
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to be inversely correlated to heart rate [13]. Therefore, the previous generations of
CT scanners required drug-induced heart rate control using �-blockers in order
to obtain good quality images. Small side branches could usually not be accurately
visualized [18]. DSCT, with a high temporal resolution independent of heart rate,
substantially reduces motion artefacts compared to earlier types of CT scanners and
improves the accuracy of coronary artery visualization [16]. This can be a great ad
vantage in the evaluation of coronary anomalies. Another advantage of DSCT is
that reconstructions can be performed in diastolic as well as systolic cardiac phase,
providing a way to obtain images of externally compressed vessels [ 17].
Our study confirms earlier findings of the visualization of anomalous coronary ar
teries in that diagnostic quality was achieved in all patients [16, 18, 21].
The prevalence of coronary artery anomalies in our study was substantially higher
than rates reported in the literature (7% vs. 1 %). This is most likely due to a selec
tion bias in our study based on clinical presentation. Multiple patients (33 out of 230
(14%)) were referred for diagnosing or exclusion of a coronary artery anomaly.
Limitations
One limitation of this study is the relatively small number of included patients with
coronary anomalies. However, because of the rarity of this condition, patient selec
tion is difficult and the present group already demonstrates the value of DSCT for
the evaluation of coronary artery anomalies.
A frequently reported second limitation is the high radiation dose to which a patient
undergoing cardiac contrast-enhanced CT is exposed. However, previous studies re
port a radiation dose per patient for DSCT of 5,3-8,8 mSv, compared to 3-10 mSv for
CAG dose [13, 22, 23]. The shortened time of full radiation exposure in DSCT can
lead to a considerable reduction in radiation dose [16]. Further savings in irradia
tion can be achieved by narrowing the ECG pulsing window [20].

Conclusion

DSCT is an excellent diagnostic tool to examine the precise course, origin and shape
of aberrant coronary arteries. In all patients, good image quality was achieved and
the exact anatomy of the anomalous coronary vessels could be visualized. In all pa
tients in whom CAG failed to properly depict the coronary arteries, DSCT overcame
these shortcomings and visualised the complete anatomy. No beta blockers were re
quired to lower the heart rate. By using recent state-of-the-art visualization software,
a clear visualization was possible without the need for extensive manual manipula
tion. DSCT should be regarded as the first imaging method of choice for patients
suspected of a coronary artery anomaly.
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Abstract
Left ventricular (LV) function assessment by dual-source computed tomography
(DSCT) was compared with the reference standard method using magnetic reso
nance imaging (MRI). Accurate assessment of LV function is essential for the pre
diction of prognosis in cardiac disease. Thirty-four patients undergoing DSCT ex
amination of the heart for various clinical indications underwent MRI after DSCT.
Short-axis cine images were reconstructed from the DSCT datasets and were ana
lyzed using a dedicated post-processing software-tool to generate global left ven
tricular function parameters. Five DSCT datasets were considered to be of insuf
ficient image-quality. DSCT showed a small overestimation of end-diastolic and
end-systolic volumes of 11.0 ml and 3.5 ml, respectively. Myocardial mass assessed
by DSCT showed an average underestimation of 0.2 gr. DSCT showed a small over
estimation of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) of 0.4%-point with a Bland
Altman interval of [-8.67 (0.40) 9.48]. Global LV functional parameters calculated
from DSCT datasets acquired in daily clinical practice correlated well with MRI and
may be considered interchangeable. However, visual assessment of the image quality
of the short-axis cine slices should be performed to detect any artifacts in the DSCT
data which could influence accuracy.

L Vfunction assessment by DSCT compared to MRI

Introduction

Cardiac morbidity and mortality are closely related to cardiac volumes, myocardial
mass and global left ventricular (LV) function, expressed as the LV ejection fraction
(LVEF). Accurate assessment of these parameters is required for the prediction of
prognosis in individual patients as well as in entire cohorts [1-3] .
Assessment of LVEF can be performed by a number of different imaging modali
ties, ranging from echocardiography to direct contrast ventriculography. The cur
rent standard of reference for global LV function analysis is short-axis magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), using steady-state free precession (SSFP) sequences [46] . The main advantage of MRI is its excellent temporal resolution without exposing
the patient to ionizing radiation or iodine-based contrast-agents. In addition, MRI
does not rely on geometrical assumptions for assessment of LV function parameters.
However, MRI is contra-indicated in a substantial number of patients for various
reasons, e.g., non-MR-compatible implants or claustrophobia [7] . Furthermore, as
sessment of coronary artery anatomy using MRI is currently held to be inferior to
assessment by CT [8] . For this indication, CT is gaining ground due to several major
extensive technological improvements. The most marked development has been the
introduction of the multiple-detector computed tomography (MDCT). With ever
decreasing gantry rotation times and the introduction of a second X-ray source in
dual-source CT (DSCT) technology, the temporal resolution of CT is slowly ap
proaching the temporal resolution obtained with MRI. On the other hand, spatial
resolution obtained with contemporary CT techniques already outperforms the spa
tial resolution of contemporary MRI acquisitions.
Different CT techniques offer different advantages and disadvantages. Sixty-four
slice MDCT offers a high spatial resolution with a relatively low temporal resolution
is offered by. DSCT combines both a high temporal resolutions with a high spatial
resolution. Moreover, the image quality of DSCT at higher heart rates is superior to
that of conventional MDCT systems.
Since DSCT is used ever more frequently in clinical practice, it is increasingly rel
evant to assess its diagnostic accuracy for analysis of global LV function parameters,
since they can easily be calculated from the raw data of a gated DSCT examination
of the heart. A recently published meta-analysis showed that the diagnostic accuracy
of CT-derived global LV function parameters has increased with the introduction of
more advanced CT systems [9] . Therefore, we sought to investigate the diagnostic
accuracy of the new DSCT system.

Materials and methods

Patients
The present study was conducted at the University Medical Center Groningen. The
protocol was reviewed and approved by the medical ethics committee. Thirty-four
consecutive clinical patients with diverse cardiac disease, who were scheduled for
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Table 1. Baseline clinical characteristics (n=29).

Age, years (mean ± SD)

62. 1 ± 1 0.5

Male sex

(25) 86.2

History of MI

(7) 24. 1

History of PCI

(8) 27.6

History of CABG

(8) 27.6

History of stroke

(O) 0

NYHA class I

( 1 1 ) 37.9

NYHA class II

(9) 3 1 .0

NYHA class III

(5) 1 7.2

NYHA class IV

(4) 13.8

Data are displayed as (n) percentage, unless otherwise indicated (CABG coronary artery bypass graft
ing, MI myocardial infarction, PCI percutaneous coronary intervention, NYHA class New York Heart
Association functional class).

DSCT by their treating physician in routine clinical practice, were approached for
the study. After the DSCT assessment, the patient underwent an MRI examination
of the heart. If LV function modifying interventions, such as coronary interventions
or medication changes, were carried out in the time between both acquisitions the
patient was excluded
All patient characteristics are displayed in table 1. There were no limitations for in
clusion with regard to the underlying cardiac disease. All patients in the present
study had sinus rhythm, allowing adequate ECG triggering.
DSCT data acquisition
All cardiac CT angiographies were performed on a DSCT system (Somatom Defi
nition, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forcheim, Germany). Retrospective ECG-trig
gered images were obtained, from the carina to the apex, during one breath-hold.
The following scan protocol was used: tube voltage was 120 kV and tube current 410
mAs/rot for both tubes. The gantry rotation time was 0.33 s and the pitch ranged
from 0.2 to 0.5 s, adapted automatically to the heart rate. The ECG pulsing win
dow was 20-70% of the RR-interval for all patients. Scanning was performed with a
64x0.6-mm collimation. Coronary enhancement was achieved by intravenous injec
tion of 80 ml of non-ionic contrast agent (Iomeron 400 mg/ml, Bracco, Milan, Italy)
followed by a saline bolus flush. Bolus timing was performed automatically with a
region of interest set in the descending aorta with a threshold of 100 Hounsfield
units. For LV function analysis, multiphase reconstructions were made at every 10%
of the RR-interval. A mono-segmental reconstruction algorithm was used for all
image-reconstructions.
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MRI data acquisition
All patients were examined on a LS-Tesla MR system (Siemens Magnetom Sonata,
Erlangen, Germany) using a 2x6 channel body-coil. After single-shot localizer im
ages, a retrospectively gated cine SSFP sequence (TR/TE 57.46/1.10 ms, a 590, FOV
284 x 350 mm, matrix 125 x 192 mm, voxel size 1.7 x 1.7 x 6 mm, interslice gap 4
mm.) was implemented to acquire short-axis cine-loops, covering the entire left ven
tricular cavity from base to apex. No contrast agents were administered. An example
of a short axis image of both DSCT and MRI is provided in figure1.
Visual quality assessment
Before post-processing, all DSCT datasets were visually scored for image-quality.
Contrary to the quality-assessment of the DSCT dataset for coronary artery analy
sis, where the opacification of the coronary arteries and the ability to follow them
from base to distal is essential, the quality assessment for LV functional analysis fo
cuses more on opacifictaion of the LV cavity and the presence of "stairstep" artifacts
caused by ventricular extra-systoles, breathing artifacts or segmentation errors [10].
An example of a "stairstep" artifact is shown in figure 2. Four categories were used:
good quality (without any artifacts), minor artifacts (however, LV delineation suffi
ciently possible), major artifact (LV delineation not reliable) and poor image quality
(no full coverage of LV or overall distortion). Image quality was scored separately by
two observers, blinded for each others results. Only the DSCT datasets rated to be
either of good quality and those scored to have minor artifacts were analyzed.
Post-processing
Post-processing was performed using a dedicated software package, Mass (Medis,
Leiden, the Netherlands) for both DSCT and MRI data. The two dedicated post
processing tools make use of the same algorithm and visual interface. The DSCT
data were reformatted to short-axis cine-loops of the LV cavity with a slice thickness

Figure 1. Example of a short-axis image from MRI (left) and DSCT (right).
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of 6 mm and an interslice gap of 4 mm, matching the MRI specifications. The end
diastolic phase was defined as the phase with the greatest visually estimated luminal
cavity at mid-ventricular level, and the systolic phase as the phase with the smallest
luminal cavity. Readers manually traced the area of the cavity in each slice in the
appropriate phases. The obtained parameters of the analysis consisted of the end
diastolic volumes (EDV) and end-systolic volumes (ESV). From these parameters
stroke volume (SV) and left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) were calculated.
Stroke volume was calculated by SV = EDV - ESV. The ejection fraction was calcu
lated by EF = (SV/EDV) * 100 %. Myocardial mass was calculated by delineating the
epicardial contour as well as the endocardial contour, thereby isolating the myocar
dial muscle volume. By multiplying this volume by a volume-weight constant, myo
cardial mass was calculated. The papillary muscles were regarded as part of the ven
tricular cavity in all analyses. All DSCT analyses were performed by a single blinded
investigator. All MRI analyses were performed by one single investigator, blinded for
the DSCT data.
Data analysis
The method of Bland and Altman was used to display the average difference and lim
its of agreement between the reference values of MRI and the functional parameters
of DSCT [ 11]. The results are given in the form of mean ± 2SD. A small difference
to the reference is associated with high accuracy and small standard deviations are
associated with high precision. Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated to as
sess the correlation between MRI and DSCT.
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Results

Thirty-four consecutive patients underwent both DSCT and MRI assessment of
global LV function parameters. The calculated mean effective radiation dose based
on the used scan protocol is 7.3 mSv [12]. Indications for DSCT, delay to MRI and
image quality of DSCT are displayed in table 2. Interobserver-agreement for image
quality ofDSCT datasets was excellent and results are shown in table 3. Twenty-nine
DSCT datasets were considered to be of sufficient quality to be analyzed (good qual
ity (n=l6) and minor artifacts (n=l3)).
Ventricular volumes
Average EDV measured by DSCT was 214.8 ml (± 87.3 ml). Average EDV measured
by MRI was 203.8 ml (± 98.4 ml). Average ESV measured by DSCT was 94.9 ml. (±
56.8 ml). Average ESV measured by MRI was 91.4 ml (± 64.1 ml). The average over
estimation of DSCT for EDV was 10.96 ml (± 27.4 ml) and 3.54 (± 15.9 ml) for ESV.
Bland-Altman intervals for EDV and ESV were [-43.83 (10.96) 65.76] and [-28.34
(3.54) 35.42], respectively. The Bland-Altman plots for EDV and ESV are displayed
in figures 3 and 4. The Pearson's correlation coefficient for EDV and ESV were 0.96
and 0.97, respectively (p<0.001 for both).
Myocardial mass
Average myocardial mass measured by DSCT was 122.1 g (± 46.2 g). Compared
to myocardial mass measured by MRI, there was an average overestimation of 0.9
g. Average myocardial mass measured by MRI was 121.2 g (± 46.5 g) The BlandTable 2. Indications for DSCT, delay to MRI and image quality of DSCT datasets.

Average time to MRI (days) (n=29)

6.3 ± 7.0

Indication for DSCT (n=29)
Suspected CAD

(19) 65.5

Post-CABG for graft-patency-assesment

(6) 20.7

Suspected coronary artery anomaly

(4) 13.8

Image quality DSCT (n=34)
Good

( 16) 47. 1

Minor artifacts

(13) 38.2

Major artifacts

(4) 1 1 .8

Poor quality

( 1 ) 2.6

Data are displayed as (n) percentage, unless otherwise indicated (CAD coronary artery disease).
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Table 3. Interobserver quality scoring.

Good

Minor artifacts

Major artifacts

Poor

Good

16

0

0

0

Minor artifacts

0

13

1

0

Major artifacts

0

1

3

0

Poor

0

0

0

1

Observer 1 from top to bottom, observer 2 from left to right.

Altman interval for myocardial mass was [-31.0 (0.9) 32.8] . The Bland-Altman plot
for myocardial mass is shown in figure 5. The Pearson's correlation coefficient for
myocardial mass was 0.94 (p<0.001).
Left ventricular ejection fraction
The average LVEF measured by DSCT datasets was 57.3%-point (± 8.1 %-point).
Compared to the average LVEF measurement by MRI of 56.9%-point (± 9.0%-point),
there was an average overestimation of 0.40%-point (± 4.54%-point). The Bland
Altman interval for LVEF was [-8.67 {0.40) 9.48] (fig. 6). The Pearson's correlation
coefficient for LVEF was 0.90 (p=0.001).

Discussion

The present study shows that global LV functional parameters, calculated from
DSCT datasets acquired in daily clinical practice show acceptable limits of agree
ment with global LV parameters obtained with MRI.
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Figure 4. Bland
Altman plot com
paring ESV meas
urement by DSCT
with ESV measured
by MRI.
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The use ofMDCT for the assessment ofLV function has been investigated extensive
ly. Studies using older generation CT showed that function assessment could be as
sessed, but the temporal resolution of the 4- and 16-slice MDCT systems hampered
the sensitivity for detection and accurate classification of regional LV wall motion
abnormalities [13]. Although the temporal resolution can be improved with multi
segment reconstruction, leading to better reproducibility in a phantom study [ 14], it
was shown that this technique did not improve results for studies in human subjects
[15]. More recently introduced MDCT devices capable of achieving better temporal
resolution were studied previously. Butler et al. [16] concluded that 64-slice MDCT
could serve as an alternative for suboptimal echocardiography results, and Salem
et al. [17] found that 64-slice MDCT enabled LV function analysis in patients with
regular sinus rhythm. A phantom study by Mahnken et al. [14] showed that reliable
assessment of LV volumes was also possible at increased heart rates.
Since DSCT has only recently been introduced, there are few data on the diagnos
tic accuracy of this technique. A recent study using a moving heart-phantom by
Mahnken et al. [18] showed a good correlation between DSCT and MRI, with no
significant differences, which is in accordance to the present in-vivo study. Only two
small studies in patients are available at the present time [19, 20]. A striking differ
ence between the two studies is the wide B-A interval in the study by Busch et al. [20]
in which two different post-processing-software-packages have been implemented
for the MRI and DSCT on the one hand, and the narrow B-A interval in the study
by Brodoefel et al. [19] in which the same post-processing-tool was used for both
investigations on the other hand, suggesting a possible effect of the post-processing
on the results.
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Figure 5. BlandAltman plot comparing myocardial
mass measurement
by DSCT with myocardial mass measured by MRI.
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A number of different post-processing software packages are currently commercial
ly available for both DSCT and MRI. Little is known regarding the accuracy and in
terchangeability of these post-processing tools and this needs to be elucidated before
these other software-packages are used in clinical practice. Since in the present study
both the DSCT and the MRI data were analyzed using the identical short-axis pa
rameters and post-processing-software (Mass; Medis, Leiden, The Netherlands) the
differences in volume assessment are not considered to be influenced by differences
in post-processing. Since DSCT datasets cover the entire left ventricle, it is tempting
to speculate that reconstruction of short-axis slices without interslice gap or even
partially overlapping slices may further enhance diagnostic accuracy. However, data
regarding those protocols are currently unavailable.
One of the major findings of the present study is the fact that clinical reliability of
LV functional assessment can be improved dramatically if the raw DSCT dataset is
checked for artifacts, influencing the short-axis cine-loops. In comparison to coro
nary artery analyses, when only single frames from a manually selected phase in the
cardiac cycle are used, the quality analyses for LV functional analyses focuses more
on left ventricular wall motion delineation. It is, therefore, important to note the fact
that if coronary artery analysis is possible on a particular DSCT dataset, this does
not directly imply that accurate LV functional analysis is possible as well.
The average delay between DSCT and MRI of 6.3 days in the present study can be
considered a limitation. Some previous studies using other CT systems have exam
ined patients with less delay. It is conceivable that changes in either volume status or
heart rate may have influenced the intrinsic volumes of the individual patients over
time, therewith influencing the direct comparison between the two imaging modali52
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ties. However, LVEF is known to be notoriously stable over time and care was taken
to confirm that no significant clinical interventions or changes in medication had
taken place between the two investigations in all patients.
Although MRI and DSCT both provide two- and three-dimensional anatomical in
formation, each technique has its own specific advantages and drawbacks. DSCT is
particularly useful in patients with intracorporal devices such as pacemakers and
pacemakerleads. These devices cause large image artefacts on the MRI and their
intra-cardiac leads may warm up and possibly even cause perforation at the tip. Al
though there is increasing evidence that MRI examination may be performed safely
in some specific cases, pacemakers and defibrillators still remain a contraindication
[21]. DSCT is a very fast technique, which allows examination ofless stable patients,
patients with intra-corporal devices, severely claustrophobic patients or patients
who cannot lie flat on their back for the time necessary for MRI assessment.
However, DSCT requires the use of ionizing radiation. Radiation exposure is cur
rently widely debated and many efforts have been made to reduce the effective dose
in DSCT. In the present study, a retrospective triggered protocol was implemented,
covering the entire RR-interval. However ECG pulsing was used to vary the tube
current in order to reduce radiation exposure in the part of the cardiac cycle which
is usually ignored in coronary artery patency analysis. Recently, a number of reports
have been published on full prospective ECG triggering, significantly reducing the
effective radiation dose, at equal image quality [22, 23]. However, it should be noted
that LV function analysis is not possible using these protocols, as the maximal end
diastolic and end-systolic phase cannot be determined and may even not be covered
by the scanning window.
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Conclusion

Volumetric analysis renders interesting adjunctive data in DSCT performed for cor
onary artery evaluation. Global LV functional parameters calculated from DSCT
datasets acquired in daily clinical practice correlate well with MRI and may be con
sidered interchangeable. However, visual assessment of the image quality of the
short-axis cine slices should be performed to detect any artifacts in the DSCT data
which could influence accuracy.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to compare left ventricular (LV) function assessment
using five different software tools on the same dual source computed tomography
(DSCT) datasets with the results of MRI. Twenty-six patients, undergoing cardiac
contrast-enhanced DSCT were included (20 men, mean age 59± 1 2 yrs). Reconstruc
tions were made at every 10% of the RR-interval. Function analysis was performed
with five different, commercially available workstations. In all software tools, semi
automatic LV function measurements were performed, with manual corrections if
necessary. Within 0-22 days, all 26 patients were scanned on a I .ST MRI-system.
Bland-Altman analysis was performed to calculate limits of agreement between
DSCT and MRI. Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated to assess the corre
lation between the different DSCT software tools and MRI. Repeated measurements
were performed to determine intraobserver and interobserver variability. For all five
DSCT workstations, mean LV functional parameters correlated well with measure
ments on MRI. Bland-Altman analysis of the comparison ofDSCT and MRI showed
acceptable limits of agreement. Best correlation and limits of agreement were ob
tained by DSCT software tools with software algorithms comparable to MRI soft
ware. The five different DSCT software tools we examined have interchangeable re
sults of LV functional parameters compared to regularly analysed results by MRI.
The best correlation and the narrowest limits of agreement were found when the
same software algorithm was used for both DSCT and MRI examinations, therefore
our advice for clinical practice is to always evaluate images with the same type of
post-processing tools in follow-up.
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Introduction

Left ventricular (LV) functional parameters, especially LV ejection fraction (LVEF)
and myocardial mass, are important markers for morbidity and mortality in patients
with ischemic and non-ischemic heart disease [1-3]. Therefore, accurate and reli
able quantification of these parameters is crucial for the prognostication in cardiac
patients [4,5]. Assessment of LV function can be performed by various non-invasive
imaging modalities as well as invasive contrast ventriculography. Currently, short
axis magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered to be the reference standard
for LV function analysis, due to its high temporal resolution and superior tissue
contrast between blood pool and myocardium [6, 7] . Cardiovascular MRI has been
shown to be highly accurate and reproducible for the assessment of cardiac function
and mass [8].
Recently, there has been a sharp increase in the use of CT for cardiac indications and
apart from detection of coronary artery stenoses, assessment of LV function is also
possible using continuous imaging through the whole cardiac cycle with retrospec
tive ECG-gating. A reliable measurement of LV functional parameters with multi
detector CT (MDCT) compared to other known non-invasive modalities, including
MRI, was shown previously [9-11] . In addition, a good correlation between dual
source CT (DSCT), a new generation scanner with improved temporal resolution of
83 ms, and the reference standard MRI was shown in patients [12-14] . However, the
use of two different post-processing tools for calculation of LV functional parameters on DSCT and MRI showed an inferior correlation between DSCT and MRI
compared to the use of the same post-processing tools [ 12-14]. These findings sug
gest a possible effect of post-processing on the results. A number of commercially
available post-processing software packages allow fast and semi-automatic determi
nation of LV functional assessment and can be expected to be implemented into
routine clinical care [15] . Little is known regarding the reliability of different cardiac
CT software packages and whether they all correlate well with MRI. Thus, the aim of
this study is to assess LV functional parameters with five different cardiac CT soft
ware packages and to compare the results with those of MRI.

Materials and Methods

Patient information
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the medical ethics committee.
Twenty-six consecutive patients (20 men, 6 women; mean age 59±12 years, age range
17-79 years) referred to our clinic for coronary CT angiography by their treating
physician, were included in the study protocol. Reasons for cardiac CT were evalu
ation of bypass graft patency (n=7), exclusion of aberrant coronary anatomy (n=3),
exclusion of coronary artery disease (n=4) or aortic valve measurements (n=2). Ten
patients participated in a research protocol: as part of a prospective study on the
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comparison of DSCT coronary angiography and conventional coronary angiog
raphy (n=7) and as part of a screening study for patients with peripheral arterial
disease (n=3). Seven patients had a history of myocardial infarction. All patients
underwent additional MRI imaging within 0-22 days (mean 6 days) using a steady
state free precession sequence. We excluded patients who underwent cardiac inter
ventions between both examinations, such as coronary interventions or medication
changes. Other exclusion criteria for this study were renal insufficiency (creatinine
> 120 µmol/1), hyp erthyroidism, contrast allergy, claustrophobia and non-MR com
patible implants.

DSCT image acquisition
All cardiac CT angiograms were performed on a Dual Source CT system (Somatom
Definition, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forcheim, Germany). Retrospective ECG
triggered images were obtained, from the carina to the apex, during one breath hold.
Tube voltage was 120 kV and tube current 410 mAs/rot for both tubes. The gantry
rotation time was 330 ms and the pitch ranged from 0.2-0.5 s, adapted automati
cally to the heart rate. The ECG pulsing window was 20-70% of the RR-interval for
all patients. Scanning was performed with a 64x0.6-mm collimation. Coronary and
left ventricle enhancement was achieved by intravenous injection of 80 ml of non
ionic contrast agent (Iomeprol 400mg/ml, Iomeron®400, Bracco, Italy) via an ante
cubal vein at a flow rate of 5ml/s followed by a saline bolus flush. Bolus timing was
performed automatically with a region of interest set in the descending aorta with a
threshold of 100 Hounsfield units. Images were selected using 20 preview series with
5% interval throughout the RR-cycle. For LV function analysis, multiphase recon
structions were made at every 10% of the RR-interval with 2.0 mm slice thickness.
The reconstruction kernel was set to a B26f Heartview smooth kernel.
MRI image acquisition
All patients were examined on a 1.5 Tesla MRI system (Siemens Magnetom Sona
ta, Erlangen, Germany) using a 2x6 channel body-coil. After single-shot localizer
images a retrospectively gated cine steady state free precession sequence (TR/TE
57.46/1.10 ms, a 590, FOV 284x350 mm, matrix 125x192 mm, voxelsize l.7xl.7x6
mm, interslice gap 4 mm) was implemented to acquire short-axis cine-loops, cov
ering the entire left ventricular cavity from base to apex. No contrast-agents were
administered.
DSCT post-processing
For the assessment ofLV function on DSCT, the multiphase data sets were transferred
to five different cardiac workstations: Circulation version VE22A (Siemens Medical
Systems, Germany), Vitrea®2 version 4.0.0.0 (Vital Images, Minnetonka, MN, USA),
Aquarius Workstation version 3.5.2.1 (TeraRecon, San Mateo, CA, USA), QmassCT
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(Medis, Leiden, The Netherlands) and Voxar (Barco, Kortrijk, Belgium). For all soft
ware tools, the papillary muscles and trabeculations were visually included in the
left ventricular lumen by tracing a smooth, concentric endocardial contour (fig. 1).
Three software tools (Cirulation, Vitrea and Aquarius Workstation) use a threshold
based volume measurement algorithm which quantifies the volume of voxels with
densities between two specific Hounsfield unit values. Thus, papillary muscles and
trabeculae are excluded from the LV blood pool volume.
Figure 1. Display of left ven
tricular function assessment
of contrast-enhanced dual
source CT images with Cir
culation workstation. Papil
lary muscles and trabeculae
are visually included in the
left ventricular lumen.

Figure 2. Segmentation of
the left ventricular volume
by Circulation workstation,
displayed in short axis and
two long axis views.
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Figure 3. Display of left
ventricular
segmentation
of contrast-enhanced dual
source CT images with
Aquarius workstation.

When using Circulation workstation, end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) phas
es have to be determined visually by assessing the largest and smallest volume in
short axis view at left midventricular level. In most patients, an automatic segmen
tation of the left ventricle is performed and the only manual adjustment is to click
a point between the anteroseptal and anterior position (fig. 2). With this approach,
the left ventricle is segmented from the apex to the mitral valve and the aortic valve.
In some cases, however, the plane of the mitral valve has to be manually set in hori
zontal and vertical long-axis planes, followed by manually localising the lumen of
the left ventricle.
Figure 4. Display of left
ventricular
segmentation
of contrast-enhanced dual
source CT images with Vit
rea workstation.
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Figure 5. Contour tracing of
cardiac dual-source CT im
ages with QmassCT work
station.

Vitrea and Aquarius Workstation automatically calculate ED and ES phases. Vitrea
workstation automatically detects the mitral valve plane, for Aquarius Workstation
the mitral valve plane had to be manually set before segmentation was performed by
the software (fig. 3, 4). All three software tools that use a threshold-based measure
ment display the segmented left ventricle in short axis view and two long axis views
with automatic tracing of endo- and epicardial contours. These three software tools
offer the possibility to manually change the mitral valve plane and the endo- and
epicardial contours. In Vitrea workstation the apex plane and LV axis could also be
manually altered. The obtained parameters of the LV analysis in these three software
tools were LVEF, end-systolic volume (ESV), end-diastolic volume (EDV), stroke
volume (SV) and myocardial mass (MM). Circulation and Vitrea software also cal
culate cardiac output (CO).
Two software tools (QmassCT and Voxar) calculate LV functional parameters ac
cording to the modified Simpson's method [16] . A short axis view has to be manually
reformatted from the DSCT data, followed by automated endo- and epicardial con
tour detection with subsequent visual control and manual correction (fig. 5,6). The
papillary muscles and trabeculae are included in the left ventricular volume and are,
therefore, regarded as part of the left ventricular cavity. LV volumes are calculated
by adding all cross-sectional areas multiplied by the section thickness. Both software
tools calculate LVEF, ESV, EDV, SV and MM. DSCT data sets were evaluated by two
readers, unaware of the results of each other. In all patients, images analysis was re
peated in a random order by one reader to determine intraobserver variability.
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MRI post-processing
Post-processing of MRI data was performed using QMass software (Medis, Leiden,
the Netherlands). This post-processing tool uses the same software algorithm and
visual interface as QmassCT from the same software company, used for evaluation
of DSCT data. End-diastolic and end-systolic phases had to be determined visually
and contours were automatically drawn, with possible manual corrections. Papillary
muscles were included in the LV volume and thus regarded as part of the ventricular
cavity. LV functional parameters were calculated according to the modified Simp
son's method [ 16] .
Data analysis
We used Bland-Altman plots to display the average difference and the degree of
agreement between the results from each of the five DSCT software tools and the
results of MRI [ 17] . All results are summarized as mean ± standard deviation (SD).
Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated to assess the correlation between the
different DSCT software tools and MRI for EDV, ESV, LVEF and MM. The reproduc
ibility of the LV functional parameters was evaluated by calculating the intraobserv
er and interobserver variability for each DSCT software tool except Voxar, because
it is not available on the market anymore. The variability was defined as the absolute
difference between the corresponding repeated measurements expressed in percent
of their mean. Variability values obtained for each parameter in each patient for each
software package were averaged over the whole group of patients and represented as
mean ± SD.
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Results

Both DSCT and MRI examinations were successfully performed without adverse
events. The calculated mean effective radiation dose based on the used scan protocol
was 7.3 mSv [18]. Endo- and epicardial contour tracing was feasible in all DSCT and
MRI scans. The average heart rate during DSCT examination was 66±12 beats/min
(range 50-97 beats/min) and 70±9 beats/min (range 52-89 beats/min) during MRI,
which was not significantly different (p=0.18). Interobserver and intraobserver vari
ability are shown in table 1.
Ventricular volumes
The average EDV measured by MRI was 188±52 ml. The average EDV measured
with the five DSCT software tools are displayed in table 2. Best correlation (r=0.94)
and narrowest limits of agreement (±37ml) were found for QmassCT. Least correla
tion (r=0.76) and widest limits of agreement (±67ml) were found for Circulation.
Table 1. Interobserver and intraobserver variability of EDV, ESV, LVEF and MM obtained by repeated
measurements for four software tools.

Interobserver variability (%) lntraobserver variability {%)
EDV

Circulation
Aquarius
Vitrea
QmassCT

ESV

Circulation
Aquarius
Vitrea
QmassCT

LVEF

Circulation
Aquarius
Vitrea
QmassCT

MM

Circulation
Aquarius
Vitrea
QmassCT

3.0 ± 5.1

5.7 ± 5.0

5.6 ± 4.3

7.3 ± 6.7

3.0 ± 2.1

2.5 ± 1 .9

4.6 ± 8.0

4.2 ± 7.7

8.6 ± 5. 1

5.1 ± 3.6

5.0 ± 7.5

3.7 ± 4.2

6.3 ± 5.3

10.7 ± 7.5

5.1 ± 4.4

8.5 ± 5.9

3.8 ± 7.7

6.4 ± 8.3

3.9 ± 3.7

4.0 ± 3.6

2.3 ± 2 . 1

5.2 ± 3.2

3.9 ± 3.0

6.6 ± 5.7

3.8 ± 4.2

5.7 ± 4.3

8.6 ± 6.9

6.9 ± 6.7

1 3.6 ± 7. 1

5.0 ± 4.6

10.3 ± 5.5

6.8 ± 5.3

Data are shown as mean ± SD. *Due to the transition of the Voxar software from Barco to Toshiba during
the conduction of this research we were unable to perform inter-observer and intra-observer measure
ments for Voxar.
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Figure 7. Bland-Altman plots show
the agreement on end-diastolic volume
(EDV) between the five different DSCT
software tools and MRI.
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Average ESV measured by MRI was 8 1±27 ml. The average ESV measured with
the five DSCT software tools are displayed in table 3. Best correlation (r=0.91) and
narrowest limits of agreement (±23ml) were found for QmassCT. Least correlation
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(r=0.59) and widest limits of agreement (±47ml) were found for Circulation.
Bland-Altman analysis for EDV and ESV per DSCT software tool compared to MRI
is displayed in figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 9. Bland-Altman plots show the
agreement on myocardial mass (MM)
between the five different DSCT soft
ware tools and MRI.
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The average MM measured by MRI was 120±37. The average MM of the five DSCT
software tools is displayed in table 4. Best correlation (r=0.95) and narrowest lim-
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Figure 1 0. Bland-Altman plots show the
agreement on left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) between the five differ
ent DSCT software tools and MRI.
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its of agreement (± 24g) were found for QmassCT. Least correlation (r=0.89) and
widest limits of agreement (±56g) were found for Aquarius. Bland-Altman plots are
presented in figure 9.
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Table 2. Mean end diastolic volume (EDV), standard deviation, mean difference in EDV and limits of
agreement as determined by DSCT and MRI.

Mean EDV ± Mean difference Limits of agree- r value
ment (ml)
SD
(ml) ± SD (%)
MRI

1 88 ± 52

Circulation

1 76 ± 39

12 ± 33 (7%)

±67

0.76

Vitrea

1 68 ± 40

20 ± 30 ( 1 2%)

±60

0.81

Aquarius
QmassCT

1 86 ± 42

2 ± 33 ( 1 %)

±66

0.77

1 98 ± 44

10 ± 1 9 (5%)

±37

0.94

Voxar

1 98 ± 49

10 ± 23 (5%)

±47

0.89

Table 3. Mean end systolic volume (ESV), standard deviation, mean difference in ESV and limits of
agreement as determined by DSCT and MRI.

Mean ESV ± SD Mean difference Limits of agree- r value
(ml) ± SD (%)
ment (ml)
MRI

8 1 ± 27

Circulation

70 ± 24

1 1 ± 23 ( 1 6%)

±47

0.59

Vitrea

61 ± 2 1

2 0 ± 1 6 (33%)

±31

0.82

Aquarius

68 ± 24

13 ± 16 ( 1 9%)

±33

0.8 1

QmassCT

85 ± 28

4 ± 12 (5%)

±23

0.91

Voxar

87 ± 28

7 ± 14 (8%)

±27

0.82

Table 4. Mean myocardial mass (MM), standard deviation, mean difference in MM and limits of agree
ment as determined by DSCT and MRI.

Mean MM ± SD Mean difference Limits of agree- r value
(g) ± SD (%)
ment (g)
MRI

120 ± 37

Circulation

1 83 ± 48

63 ± 20 (34%)

±39

0.92

Vitrea

1 7 1 ± 47

50 ± 20 (29%)

±40

0.92

Aquarius
QmassCT

1 52 ± 56

31 ± 28 (20%)

±56

.89

1 20 ± 32

1 ± 12 (1 %)

±24

0.95

Voxar

137 ± 36

16 ± 15 (12%)

±30

0.92
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Table 5. Mean left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), standard deviation, mean difference in LVEF
and limits of agreement as determined by DSCT and MRI.

MRI
Circulation
Vitrea
Aquarius
QmassCT
Voxar

Mean LVEF (%) Mean difference
Limits of agree± SD
(%-point) ± SD (%) ment (%)
57 ± 8
± 1 2.6
61 ± 9
3 ± 6 (5%)
7 ± 6 (1 1%)
65 ± 8
±1 1.0
64 ± 9
± 1 1.6
7 ± 6 ( 1 1 %)
57 ± 8
±8.8
0.2 ± 4 (0.4%)
56 ± 7
±9.6
1 ± 5 (2%)

r value
0.74
0.75
0.76
0.85
0.79

LVEF
The average LVEF measured by MRI was 57%±8. The mean difference and limits
of agreement with the five DSCT software tools are displayed in table 5. Qmass
CT showed the best correlation (r=0.85) and narrowest limits of agreement (±
8.8%-point) with MRI. Least correlation (0.74) and widest limits of agreement
(±12.6%-point) were found for Circulation. Bland-Altman plots for LVEF are dis
played in figure 10.

Discussion

The present study shows that assessment of LV functional parameters determined
with five different DSCT software tools renders interchangeable results compared
to LV functional parameters obtained with MRI, although there were differences
between the five software tools.
The DSCT software tool and the MRI software tool from the same company, with
the same algorithm and visual interface, show the best correlation and the narrowest
limits of agreement. Both software tools perform the same segmentation method
(according to the modified Simpson rule) and papillary muscles and trabeculae are
in both cases included in the LV blood pool and thus regarded as part of the LV cav
ity.
The three DSCT software tools which use a different algorithm than the MRI soft
ware tool, a region growing algorithm based on the value of the Hounsfield units
of the left ventricle, show the largest mean difference with the MRI results and the
widest limits of agreement.
Furthermore they show a substantial overestimation in LVEF compared to MRI.
This might be explained by the fact that papillary muscles and trabeculae are ex
cluded from the left ventricular blood pool, which causes the LVEF to rise, as shown
in the appendix (equations 1-3).
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The importance of including or excluding trabeculae with LV measurements in car
diac MRI was previously reported [8, 19-22]. Trabeculae significantly affect quanti
fications of LV volume and mass [22]. Compared with the inclusion of trabeculae in
the LV cavity volume, the exclusion of endocardial trabeculae resulted in systemati
cally smaller LV volumes and larger LVEF and mass values [22]. In addition, alter
native inclusion of papillary muscles and trabeculae in either cavity or myocardial
volumes produces significant differences in clinical and therapeutical indices which
can affect management of patients with advanced systolic dysfunction [ 19]. This
may partly explain our differences in LVEF between the DSCT results of the three
software tools excluding papillary muscles compared to the MRI results, where we
found an overestimation of LVEE Our study confirms that a significant difference
in LVEF exists between MRI and DSCT software tools which exclude papillary mus
cles, but no significant difference exists when the same algorithm is used and thus
papillary muscles are also included.
Some studies advice using the papillary muscles-including tracing methods, because
of superior reproducibility of LV measurements [22]. The smooth tracing of endo
cardial contours might be easier to perform for different observers and thus results
in less observer variability [22]. In our study, we found comparable variability of the
smooth contour tracing method with the algorithm using the Simpson method and
the region-growing algorithms. Nevertheless, papillary muscles and trabeculae are
not part of the real blood volume and therefore excluding them would come clos
est to the "true" values. These results confirm that if exclusion of papillary muscles
comes closest to the real values, MRI can not be considered the gold standard. Fur
ther research should be done to establish the relevance of absolute measurement of
cardiac parameters. The papillary muscles represent 6.5% of the EDV using short
axis FLASH cine images [8, 23]. The papillary muscle mass accounts for 6% of the
total LV mass in dogs and pigs using True FISP MRI [ 24]. If the papillary muscle
mass was excluded from the LV mass, it resulted in LV mass values 7. 7% less than
the true LV mass at autopsy [8,24].
The endocardial border on MRI is not a sharply demarcated border between blood
and myocardium: it is a trabecular zone with a complex border. This factor leads to a
complicated tracing of the borders, even when performed by experienced observers
[22]. This problem might partly be overcome by using semi-automatic CT software
calculating volumes based on the Hounsfield units. This may make difficult manual
tracing with poor reproducibility redundant. In our study, we didn't find a difference
in reproducibility between the region-growing software tools and the software tools
using the Simpson method.
Cardiac MDCT is increasingly being used in clinical practice for the assessment of
coronary artery stenoses and cardiac anatomy. Multiple studies investigated the use
of cardiac MDCT in the detection for coronary artery stenoses and report a high
diagnostic accuracy, with high negative predictive values ranging from 86-100% [ 2572
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30]. The additional use of MDCT for the evaluation of LV function has been studied
extensively. A good correlation in LV assessment between MDCT and MRI has been
proven, with increasing correlation with improved temporal and spatial resolution
in newer generation CT scanners [31]. Three patient studies reported that dual
source CT with enhanced temporal resolution provides a good correlation for global
functional parameters as well, with a good agreement with cine MRI [12-14]. The
study of Brodoefel et al. in which the same post processing tools were employed had
notable narrower limits of agreement compared to the study of Busch et al. in which
different software tools were used. Our study confirms these results, with better cor
relation and narrower limits of agreement when a comparable software algorithm is
used for both DSCT and MRI.
DSCT has several advantages over MRI. DSCT offers the possibility of a complete
evaluation of the heart, including detection of coronary artery stenoses, with one rel
atively short examination (one-stop-shop) [32]. DSCT can be used in patients with
pacemakers or other metallic implants and claustrophobia. Furthermore, spatial res
olution obtained with contemporary CT techniques surpasses spatial resolution of
MRI acquisitions. A recent phantom study in a phantom without papillary muscles
and thus independent of the software method used, comparing functional assess
ment with MRI and DSCT showed that DSCT measurements deviated less from the
real phantom volumes than MRI measurements [33]. Mahnken et al. showed a good
approximation of DSCT with the phantom values as well [34].
The biggest disadvantage of CT examinations still is the radiation exposure. This is
especially a drawback in patients who need repeated measurements of LV function
for follow-up. However, shortening the examination time of full radiation exposure
in DSCT can lead to considerable reduction in radiation dose [35]. Further savings
in radiation dose can be achieved by narrowing the ECG pulsing window [36]. It
should be noted however that LV function assessment might not be possible using
these protocols, depending on the tube voltage used outside the pulsing window.
For clinical practice, it is important that LV functional parameters are reliable and
accurately assessed and that the cardiac condition of a patient can be followed over
time. Therefore, when different modalities are used with different post-processing
tools, large differences can emerge because of excluding papillary muscles with
DSCT and including them the next time with MRI. Our advice for clinical practice
is to always evaluate images with the same type of post-processing tools in follow-up.
In conclusion, the five different DSCT software tools we examined have interchange
able results of LV functional parameters compared to regularly analysed results by
MRI. However, it should be taken into account that the results might differ when
different post-processing algorithms are used.
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Appendix
1. LVEF =

2. LVEF =

3. LVEF =

EDV - ESV
EDV

*100%

(EDV - v) - (ESV - v)
EDV - v

*100%

(EDV -;i) - (ESV -;i)
EDV - v

*100% � LVEF ♦

Equations 1-3.
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The reliability of automatic measurement of left ventricular
function with dual-source computed tomography datasets

Eur Radiol 2009; 19:2919-2930

Abstract
The purpose of the study was to assess the reliability of (semi-)automatic left ven
tricular (LV) function measurements using three different software packages on the
same dual-source computed tomography (DSCT) datasets and to compare agree
ment among the software packages. Forty consecutive patients, undergoing cardiac
DSCT were included (31 men, mean age 58±14 yrs). LV function analysis was per
formed with all three software packages. ANOVA testing was used to determine the
difference among the repeated measurements and the difference among the software
packages. Bland-Altman plots were computed to describe the agreement among the
software packages. No significant difference was found among the repeated meas
urements. In the comparison of the three software packages, a significant difference
was observed when measurements were used with minimal user interaction. When
end-diastolic and end-systolic phases were manually set, there was no overall sig
nificant difference, but in 12.5% of patients a large (> 10%) difference in LVEF was
found. All three software packages have good intraobserver variability, but the re
sults of the three packages were significantly different. For clinical use, one should be
aware of the clinical impact of possible segmentation flaws when (semi-)automatic
LV function assessment is used.

Reliability ofautomatic L Vfunction measurement

Introduction

Cardiac computed tomography (CT) is increasingly being used in clinical practice
as a result of the rapid developments in CT, allowing coronary artery visualization
with consistent quality. Many studies investigated the image quality of cardiac multi
detector CT (MDCT) in the detection of coronary artery stenoses, and report a high
diagnostic accuracy of coronary angiography using 64-slice MDCT as well as with
dual-source CT (DSCT), with good sensitivity and specificity values [1-4]. In partic
ular, the high negative predictive value seems to make cardiac MDCT a reliable non
invasive method of ruling out coronary artery disease. Every cardiac CT dataset with
retrospective ECG-gating through the whole cardiac cycle also supplies the informa
tion needed to assess left ventricular (LV) function. The feasibility of this technique
for assessing LV function using coronary MDCT data has been proved [5]. These LV
functional parameters, especially LV ejection fraction (LVEF) and myocardial mass,
are important markers for morbidity and mortality in patients with heart disease [68]. A reliable measurement of LV functional parameters with MDCT compared with
other known non-invasive techniques, including the reference standard (MRI), was
shown previously [9-11]. A recent phantom study comparing functional assessment
with MRI and DSCT actually showed that DSCT measurements deviated less from
the real phantom volumes than MRI measurements [12].
To evaluate cardiac function with CT datasets, many commercial (semi-)automatic
software packages with a region-growing segmentation approach are available on
the market nowadays and need very minimal user interactions to shorten the exami
nation time for the clinician. The aim of this study was to investigate the reliability
of (semi-)automatic LV function measurements and to compare agreement among
different software packages. Therefore, we assessed LV functional parameters with
three different cardiac CT software packages with as little user interaction as pos
sible. With each software package we performed three repeated measurements on
the same DSCT datasets, to assess the intraobserver differences within each soft
ware package. We also investigated the agreement among the three different software
packages.

Materials and Methods

Patients
The study population consisted of forty consecutive patients (31 men; mean age 58
years ±14, range 26-86 years), who all underwent cardiac CT angiography in our
hospital. Indications for cardiac DSCT were evaluation of coronary bypass graft pa
tency (n=4), exclusion of aberrant coronary anatomy (n=l l), exclusion of coronary
stenosis (n=8) or evaluation of the cardiac anatomy (n=4). Thirteen patients partici
pated in two different research protocols: a prospective study on the comparison of
DSCT coronary angiography and conventional coronary angiography (CAG) (n=9)
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and a screening study for patients with peripheral arterial disease (n=4). Nine pa
tients had experienced previous myocardial infarction. Exclusion criteria for this
study were renal insufficiency (creatinine > 120 µmol/1), hyp erthyroidism and con
trast allergy. No beta-blockers were administered before the procedure to lower the
heart rate.
DSCT data acquisition
All cardiac CT angiograms were performed on a DSCT system (Somatom Defini
tion, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forcheim, Germany). Retrospective ECG-gated
images were obtained in the craniocaudal direction starting at the tracheal bifurca
tion to well below the apex, during a single breath-hold. The following CT param
eters were used: tube voltage 120 kV and tube current 410 mAs/rot for both tubes.
CT was performed with a 64x0.6-m m collimation. The gantry rotation time was 330
ms and the pitch ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 s, adapted automatically to the heart rate.
The ECG pulsing window was set to 20-70% of the RR-interval for all patients. Coro
nary and left ventricle enhancement was achieved by intravenous injection of 80 ml
of non-ionic contrast agent (Iomeprol 400 mg/ml, Iomeron 400, Bracco, Italy) via an
antecubital vein at a flow rate of 5 ml/s followed by a saline bolus flush. Bolus timing
was performed automatically with a region of interest set in the descending aorta,
with a fixed threshold of 100 HU. For left ventricular function analysis, reconstruc
tions were made at every 10% of the RR-interval with a 2.0 mm slice thickness. A
mono-segmental reconstruction algorithm was used for all image reconstructions.
The reconstruction kernel was set to a B26f Heartview smooth kernel.

Figure 1. Papillary muscles
and trabeculae are visually
included in the left ventricu
lar lumen.
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DSCT data analysis
For the assessment of LV functional parameters, the forty multiphase datasets were
transferred to three different cardiac workstations: Circulation, version VE22A
(Siemens Medical Systems, Germany); Vitrea 2, version 4.0.0.0 (Vital Images, Min
netonka, Minn.); Aquarius Workstation, version 3.5.2.1 (TeraRecon, San Mateo,
Calif.). One observer (with 2 yearsi experience in cardiac CT imaging) made three
repeated measurements for all patients on the three different software packages. LV
functional parameters were obtained with the procedure suggested by the user man
ual, which included the least user interaction.
All three software tools visually included the papillary muscles and trabeculae in the
left ventricle by tracing a smooth, concentric endocardial contour (fig. 1). All three
software tools use a threshold-based volume measurement algorithm that quantifies
the volume of the voxels with densities between two specific Hounsfield unit values.
Thus, papillary muscles and trabeculae were excluded from the LV blood pool vol
ume. For all software tools, the epi- and endocardial contours were automatically
traced. Length of time needed for evaluation of all software tools was recorded for
each patient. To assess scan quality, attenuation values of the contrast-enhanced LV
blood pool and myocardial septum were obtained using a region of interest.
Circulation (Siemens Medical Systems, Germany)
For evaluation of LV function, multiphase DSCT datasets are loaded into the work
station. End-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) phases are in each case automati
cally set by the software at 20% and 80% of the RR-interval (Circulation Semi-Au
tomatic (SA)). We also performed a second reading of the complete dataset with
Figure 2. Automatic seg
mentation of left ventricu
lar volume by Circulation,
displayed in the short axis
and two long axis views. The
only manual intervention
necessary is to click a point
between the anteroseptal
and anterior position (below
right).
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manually determining the ED and ES phases, by visually evaluating the largest and
smallest transverse slice of the left ventricle at midventricular level (Circulation
Phase Correction (PhC)). The program automatically displays the short-axis view,
the two-chamber view and the four-chamber view of the ED phase. In most patients,
an automatic segmentation of the left ventricle is performed and the only manual
adjustment is to click a point between the anteroseptal and anterior position (fig.
2). With this approach, the left ventricle is segmented from the apex to the mitral
valve and the aortic valve. In some cases, however, the plane of the mitral valve has
to be manually set in horizontal and vertical long-axis planes, followed by manually
localising the lumen of the left ventricle, after which the blood pool is coloured red.
Then, endocardial and epicardial contours are automatically shown in short- and
long-axis views. After determining the ED volume, the same steps are executed for
the ES phase after which the results are displayed: LVEF, myocardial mass (MM),
cardiac output (CO), end-systolic volume (ESV), end-diastolic volume (EDV) and
stroke volume (SV).
Vitrea a2 (Vital Images, Minnetonka, MN, USA)
Vitrea�2 software automatically calculates and displays the functional measurements
when a multiphase CT dataset is loaded into the workstation (Vitrea Fully Automat
ic (FA)). Short-axis and two long-axis views are automatically shown with epi- and
endocardial contours in the ED and ES phases. Additionally, a three-dimensional
image of the heart and an image of the segmented lumen are displayed (fig. 3). The
following parameters are determined: LVEF, EDV, ESV, SV, CO, MM, myocardial
volume (MV) and heart rate (HR). The ED and ES phases are automatically deterFigure 3. The top three im
ages show a (highlighted in
blue) blood pool of the left
ventricle, in two long-axis
views (top middle and right)
and short-axis view (top
left). In the short axis view,
the endo- and epicardial
contours are automatically
traced. The two images at
the bottom show a three
dimensional image of the
heart (left) and the lumen of
the left ventricle. In the panel
on the left the LV functional
parameters are displayed,
with a graph as well, which
shows the volumes during
each 10% of the RR-interval.
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mined per patient by the software program. LV volumes are shown in a graph for all
ten phases.
Aquarius Workstation (TeraRecon, San Mateo, CA, USA)
The Time Volume Analysis (TVA) module of the Aquarius Workstation calculates
time-dependent behaviour of volumes in multi-phase studies from CT, like LV vol
ume studies. To obtain LV function parameters, a multiphase CT study has to be
loaded; first the mitral valve plane has to be manually determined in horizontal and
vertical long-axis planes, which is the only manual intervention necessary (Aquar
ius Semi-Automatic (SA)) (fig. 4). After this, the software automatically defines the
blood pool of the left ventricle by means of a fixed Hounsfield unit threshold. Epi
and endocardial contours are automatically drawn by the software in short-axis and
both long-axis views for all ten phases. The following LV function measurements are
calculated: EDV, ESV, LVEF, SV and ED myocardial volume, while the software also
determines the ED and ES phases individually.
Statistical analysis
All data are summarized as mean ± standard deviation (SD). To assess the agreement
among the three software packages Bland-Altman agreement plots were made [13] .
To compare the means of the three measurements, we used multivariate analysis
of variance (ANOVA) to assess intraobserver variability and to evaluate whether a
significant difference existed among the results of the three different software pack
ages. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Pearsonis correlation
coefficient was calculated to assess the correlation among the three different software
packages.
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Figure 4. The mitral valve
plane has to be manually set
in two long-axis views (top
two images).
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Table 1. Repeated measurements for ejection fraction per software package.

Measurement
1
2
3
Mean ± SD
Time (s)
p-value*

Vitrea FA
63.4 ± 12.4
63.4 ± 12.4
63.4 ± 12.4
63.4 ± 12.4
21 ± 3
1 .00

Circulation SA
33.9 ± 14.8
33.3 ± 15.3
33.6 ± 14.8
33.6 ± 14.9
63 ± 22
0.98

*The p-value is calculated with ANOVA testing.

Results

Aquarius SA
61.6 ± 1 2.7
62. 1 ± 1 2.3
61.2 ± 12.0
61.6 ± 1 2.2
60 ± 10
0.95

Circulation PhC

61.2 ± 10.7
61.9 ± 1 1. 1
62. 1 ± 1 1 .0
61.7 ± 10.9
94 ± 26
0.93

All studies were successfully performed without adverse events. Mean heart rate
during DSCT was 68 ± 14 beats/min (range 50 - 97 beats/min). In all 40 patients, ex
aminations were of adequate quality for measurement of LV functional parameters.
Mean attenuation values measured in the contrast-enhanced LV blood pool were
337.9 ± 60.3 HU (range 171-511 HU) compared with a mean attenuation of 95.6
± 20.0 HU of the myocardial septum (p<0.001). The mean difference between the
calculated values was 242.3 ± 54.8 HU. The calculated mean effective radiation dose
based on the used scan protocol is 7.3 mS [14].
The mean time required for calculating LV functional parameters on the Vitrea FA
workstation was 21±3 s, which was significantly faster than the other workstations
(p<0.001). The mean time necessary for Circulation SA and Aquarius SA was 63±22
s and 60± 10 s respectively, both significantly faster than calculations with Circula
tion PhC, 94±26 s (p<0.001). Time needed for Circulation SA and Aquarius SA was
not significant different (p=0.45).
The mean calculated LVEF for Circulation SA was 33.6 ± 14.9 % and for Circulation
PhC the mean LVEF was 61.7 ± 10.9%. The mitral valve plane had to be manually set
in ten patients. The mean LVEF for Vitrea FA was 63.4 ± 12.4 % and for Aquarius SA
was 61.6 ± 12.2 % (fig. 5). The means and SD of each of the three measurements per
workstation are shown in tabel 1.
In the seperate system analysis, ANOVA showed no significant differences with
alpha=0.05 among the three repeated measurements on each single workstation;
p=l.00 for Vitrea FA, p=0.98 for Circulation SA, p=0.95 for Aquarius SA and p=0.93
for Circulation PhC (table 1). Repeated measurements show that the time increases
with more manual interaction and the repeatability decreases.
ANOVA showed a significant difference with alpha=0.05 among the measurements
using the three different software packages when the results of Circulation SA, Vit
rea FA and Aquarius SA were compared (p<0.001). When Circulation PhC was in
cluded in the analysis instead of Circulation SA, the difference was not significant
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Table 2. The mean difference ± SD and r value between all three software packages.

Vitrea FA

Aquarius SA

Circulation SA

29.8% ± 16.7 (r=0.26)

28. 1 % ± 15.1 (r=0.39)

Circulation PhC

1 .6% ± 7.2 (r=0.8 1 )

0. 1 % ± 6.3 (r=0.86)
1 .7% ± 7.0 (r=0.84)

Vitrea FA

(p=0.76), although the time required for Circulation PhC was significantly longer.
Bland-Altman plots in the comparison of Circulation SA with Aquarius SA showed
a poor correlation (r=0.39), with a mean difference of 28.1 %±15.1; in the compari
son with Vitrea FA, the correlation was also poor (r=0.26), with a mean difference of
29.8%±16.7 (fig. 6, 7a-e) (table 2).
Bland-Altman plots in the comparison of Circulation PhC with Aquarius showed a
good correlation (r=0.86), with a mean difference of 0.1%±6.3; in the comparison
with Vitrea FA the correlation was also good (r =0.81) with a mean difference of
1.6%±7.2. A good correlation existed between Vitrea FA and Aquarius SA (r = 0.84),
with a mean difference of 1.7%±7.0.
There was a more than 10% difference in LVEF between Circulation SA versus Vit
rea FA and Circulation SA versus Aquarius SA in 76 out of 80 cases (95%). In only
one patient, the difference between the two comparisons was < 10%. In two patients,
there was a difference >10% in one comparison. In de rest of the patients (n=37), a
differences > 10% was found in the two comparisons.

Table 3. Absolute difference in LVEF in a one-by-one comparison of two software packages in the nine
individual pateints with > 10% difference.

Circulation PhC Aquarius SA

Patient Number

Vitrea FA Circulation PhC

Vitrea FA Aquarius SA

1

- 1 .7

9.4

1 1.1

2

0

10.6

10.6

3

9.0

-2. 1

-1 1.1

4

7.0

-3.7

- 1 0.7

5

1 1 .0

1 5.0

4.0

6

13.0

27.0

14.0

7

23.0

3.3

- 19.7

8

24.7

1 9.4

-5.2

9

-8.0

- 1 1.2

-3.2
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Boxplot: Mean LVEF per software package

Figure 5. The box plot shows
the median left ventricular
ejection fraction (LVEF)
(horizontal bar), the upper
and lower quartile (yellow
box) and the smallest and
largest LVEF within 1.5 box
length (narrow horizon
tal bars on the ends of the
whiskers) for each software
package. The circles and
stars represent the outli
ers (1.5 -3 box lengths) and
extremes (>3 box lengths)
respectively.
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There was a greater than 10% difference in LVEF between two software packages in
15 out of the total 120 comparisons (12.5%) when Circulation SA was excluded from
the analysis. The comparisons that were shown to differ > 10% in LVEF involved nine
patients. Of these patients, one showed a difference of > 10% in all three compari
sons, four showed a difference in two comparisons and four showed a difference in
one comparison (table 3). The number of patients with a more than 10% difference
in LVEF in a one-by-one comparison of two software packages is shown in table 4.
In these cases, the software package that deviated most from the other two was in
three cases Circulation PhC, in three cases Vitrea FA and in three cases Aquarius SA.

Table 4. Number of patients with a > 10% difference in LVEF between two software packages.

Vitrea FA
Vitrea FA

Circulation PhC Aquarius SA
4 (10%)

5 ( 12.5%)

Circulation SA

39 (97.5%)

39 (97.5%)

6 ( 1 5%)

Circulation PhC 4 (10%)
Aquarius SA

5 ( 1 2.5%)

Circulation SA

37 (92.5%)

6 (15%)
37 (92.5%)

Total amount of patients, n=40.
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Boxplot: Mean difference in LVEF
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Figure 6. The box plot shows
the median mean difference
in the LVEF (horizontal
bar), the upper and lower
quartile (yellow box) and
the smallest and largest
mean difference in LVEF
within 1.5 box length (nar
row horizontal bars on the
ends of the whiskers) for
each software package. The
circles and stars represent
the outliers and extremes,
respectively.
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Discussion

A precise and reliable evaluation of LV functional parameters, especially the LVEF, is
essential, because LV function is an important factor in the prognosis and treatment
of a variety of cardiovascular diseases [6-9] . Multiple studies have reported that LV
function assessment with MDCT correlates well with other known techniques, such
as MRI and echocardiography [9-11] .
Manual reconstruction of short-axis images from raw MDCT data with axial image
reconstruction and the manual drawing of endo- and epicardial contours can be
very time consuming [15,16] . With regard to time constraints in clinical practice, a
more automatic and thus faster post-processing tool would be useful [17] . Therefore,
many (semi-)automatic software packages have been developed using MDCT data
for measuring LV function, including a threshold-based three-dimensional volume
try method with a region-growing algorithm [15] . A region growing algorithm uses
a segmentation technique that depicts attenuation differences between myocardial
wall and LV lumen. The LV volume is obtained by calculating the sum of all con
tinuous voxels exceeding a predefined attenuation threshold. This differs from the
traditional approach to measure the LV volume, the so-called Simpson method. This
method uses continuous short-axis images of the left ventricle and determines the
LV volume by calculating the sum of all cross-sectional areas multiplied by the slice
thickness. These fast, threshold-based software packages have been shown to signifi
cantly reduce the time needed for quantitative image analysis [ 15, 18] . In this study,
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we examined the reliability of three different software packages from various manu
facturers, all using a region-growing software algorithm, and compared the results
obtained with the three software packages.
First, this study demonstrates that the repeated measurements within each single
software package are consistent per software tool, with no significant difference
among the three measurements. This implies that the intraobserver variability is
good and that the software tools are consistent when observer interactions are mini
mal. The repeated measurements showed that with an increase in manual interac
tions, the time needed for evaluation was significantly longer and the p-values for
repeatability decreased.
The software tool with the least manual interactions was significantly faster than
the other software tools. We found that the manual setting of the ED and ES phases
was significantly slower than the automatic setting of the ED and ES phases by the
software.
Second, this study demonstrates a significant difference among the automatic meas
urements of LV function of the three software packages when Circulation SA is used.
Circulation SA obtains LV functional parameters with the least manual adjustments
necessary; the ED and ES phases are automatically set at 20% and 80% of the RR
interval. Because the other two software packages automatically calculate the ED
and ES phases, we made another comparison of the three software packages with
corrected ED and ES phases for Circulation (Circulation PhC). In this comparison,
no statistically significant differences were found.
Because the three software packages use more or less the same algorithm, one would
expect only slight differences in the results in which the differences are mainly caused
by a different placement of the lines indicating the valve plane and the selection of
different phases for ED and ES phase (as has been shown in the significant difference
between Circulation SA and Circulation PhC). Furthermore, all DSCT examina
tions were of adequate image quality with good distribution of contrast medium
within the cardiac chambers; thus, this diminishes any possible discrepancies among
the software packages as well.
On the other hand, although no significant overall differences among the software
packages were found when Circulation PhC was used, large differences in LVEF
existed in some individual patients, as shown in figure 6.We found a difference of
more than 10% in LVEF between two different software packages in individual pa
tients in 12.5% of comparisons. The box plot shows that the mean difference in LVEF
between different software packages is small for most patients, but quite large in
other patients, represented as the outliers (stars and circles) in the plot. For some
patients, this difference in LVEF between two software packages is as much as 25%,
which could imply a different diagnostic and therapeutic approach for the patient.
However, no significant difference was found with regard to statistical testing when
Circulation SA was excluded from analysis, possibly because the patient population
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Bland-Altman Vitrea FA and Circulation SA

Bland-Altman Aquarius SA and Circulation SA
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was quite small with a large variation in LVEF, and thus a large standard deviation,
but with a small bias.
An explanation of the large individual differences among software packages could
be that the software packages have shortcomings in the automatic segmentation in
some patient data (fig. 8, 9); therefore, the results of our study need to be interpreted
critically. During visual inspection of the patients where these large differences oc
curred, the blood pool contrast and image quality was sufficient. A possible explana
tion of the differences is the inability of the software to correctly identify the valvular
planes when they are open. Another explanation might be a difference in segmenta
tion threshold among the software packages. At present, the recommended pulsing
window is 30-80% [19]. In this manuscript we used a pulsing window of 20-70%
because of the then current advice of the manufacturer.
MRI is currently considered to be the reference standard for LV function analysis,
because of its high temporal resolution and superior tissue contrast between blood
pool and myocardium [9, 20-22]. The main advantage of this technique is the lack
of radiation exposure. However, MDCT has several advantages over MRI. MDCT
offers the possibility of a complete evaluation of the heart, including detection of
coronary artery stenoses, with one relatively short examination (a ione-stop shopi)
[23]. MDCT can be used in patients with pacemakers or other metallic implants
and claustrophobia. Furthermore, spatial resolution obtained with contemporary
CT techniques surpasses spatial resolution of MRI acquisitions. A recent phantom
study, comparing functional assessment with MRI and DSCT, showed that DSCT

Figure 8. Segmentation of
the left ventricular volume
includes the proximal part
of the aorta; therefore, the
end-systolic volume is over
estimated.
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measurements deviated less from the real phantom volumes than MRI measure
ments [12]. MRI structurally overestimated EDV and ESV, resulting in a systematic
underestimation of LVEF. This underestimation of the physical volumes might be a
result of the limited spatial resolution of MRI. DSCT was the best at approximating
the physical volumes. Mahnken et al. [15] showed a good approximation of DSCT
with the phantom values as well.
Limitations
First, a small group of patients was examined, with a small bias but a large standard
deviation. Data need to be validated by a larger patient population. Second, we did
not compare our results with those of the reference standard, MRI; thus, the itruei
values are unknown. However, a good correlation in LV function assessment be
tween MDCT and MRI has been proven, with increasing correlation with improved
temporal and spatial resolution in newer generation CT machines [24]. Further
more, studies have been published showing an excellent correlation between man
ual and semi-automatic assessment of LV functional parameters in cardiac MDCT
[15,17,18,25] . Our results show that the use of automatic determination of LV func
tional parameters can decrease the time required to do the analysis, but is not yet
stable enough to be used without visual control.
The biggest disadvantage of the use of MDCT for LV function assessment is still
the radiation exposure. This is especially a drawback in patients who need repeated
measurements of LV function for follow-up. However, shortening the examination
time of full radiation exposure in DSCT can lead to considerable reduction in radia
tion dose [26]. Further savings in radiation dose can be achieved by narrowing the
ECG pulsing window [3] . It should be noted, however, that LV function assessment
might not be possible using these protocols.
Figure 9. The blue segmentation of the left ventricular
blood pool volume is underestimated, because the high
lighted blood pool does not reach the mitral valve plane.
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Concl sion

We found consistent results for LV functional measurements in three repeated meas
urements using each of the three different software packages, with good intraob
server variability.
Significant differences were found in the comparison of the three different software
packages when LV functional parameters were obtained as automatic as possible.
When ED and ES phases were manually determined in Circulation, there was no
overall significant difference among the three software packages. However, these
results need to be critically interpreted, because large differences in LVEF values
(> 10%) were found in 95% of patients when Circulation SA was included and still
12.5% of patients when Circulation PhC was used. Therefore, every clinical observer
of automatic cardiac MDCT assessment should be aware of possible segmentation
flaws and, based on the large differences found, all automatic and semi-automatic LV
function measurements should be evaluated carefully and adjusted manually when
necessary.
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Comparison of (semi-)automatic and manually adjusted meas
urements of left ventricular function in dual source computed
tomography using three different software tools
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to assess the accuracy of (semi-)automatic measure
ments of left ventricular (LV) functional parameters in cardiac dual-source com
puted tomography (DSCT) compared to manually adjusted measurements in three
different workstations. Forty patients, who underwent cardiac DSCT, were included
(31 men, mean age 58±14 yrs). Multiphase reconstructions were made with ten se
ries at every 10% of the RR-interval. LV function analysis was performed on three
different, commercially available workstations. On all three workstations, end-sys
tolic volume (ESV), end-diastolic volume (EDV), LV ejection fraction (LVEF) and
myocardial mass (MM) were calculated as automatically as possible. With the same
DSCT datasets, LV functional parameters were also calculated with as many man
ual adjustments as needed for accurate assessment for all three software tools. For
both semi-automatic as well as manual methods, time needed for evaluation was
recorded. Paired t-tests were employed to calculate differences in LV functional pa
rameters. Repeated measurements were performed to determine intra-observer and
inter-observer variability. (Semi-)automatic measurements revealed a good correla
tion with manually adjusted measurements for Vitrea (LVEF r=0.93, EDV r=0.94,
ESV r=0.98 and MM r=0.94) and Aquarius (LVEF r=0.96, EDV r=0.94, ESV r=0.98
and MM r=0.96). Also, good correlation was obtained for Circulation, except for
LVEF (LVEF r=0.45, EDV r=0.93, ESV r=0.92 and MM r=0.86). However, statisti
cally significant differences were found between (semi-)automatically and manu
ally adjusted measurements for LVEF (p<0.05) and ESV (p<0.001) in Vitrea, all LV
functional parameters in Circulation (p<0.001) and LVEF, EDV and ESV ( <0.001)
in Aquarius Workstation. (Semi-)automatic measurement of LV functional param
eters is feasible, but significant differences were found for at least LVEF and ESV in
all three workstations. Therefore, expert manual correction is recommended at all
times.

A utomatic and manually adjusted LV measurements

Introduction

Left ventricular (LV) functional parameters, especially LV ejection fraction (LVEF)
and mass, are well-known predictors of morbidity and mortality in patients with
ischemic heart disease [ 1]. Therefore, accurate and reliable quantification of these
parameters is important for clinical diagnosis and the prediction of prognosis in
patients with suspected or known coronary artery disease [2,3]. Assessment of LV
function can be performed by various non-invasive imaging modalities as well as by
invasive contrast ventriculography. Currently, short-axis magnetic resonance imag
ing (MRI) is considered to be the reference standard for LV function analysis, due
to its high temporal resolution and superior tissue contrast between blood pool and
myocardium [4-7]. Cardiovascular MRI has been shown to be highly accurate and
reproducible for the assessment of cardiac function and mass [ 8]. In recent years,
retrospective ECG-gated multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) has devel
oped a role in cardiac imaging and is increasingly being used in clinical practice.
In many studies the image quality of thin-section MDCT coronary angiograms has
been investigated and a high diagnostic accuracy with good sensitivity and speci
ficity values has been reported [9-11]. Every cardiac CT dataset with retrospective
ECG-gating through the whole cardiac cycle also supplies the information needed to
determine LV functional parameters. A good agreement of LV functional parame
ters with cardiac MDCT compared to other known non-invasive modalities, includ
ing cine MRI, was shown previously [4,5,12,13]. To evaluate cardiac function with
MDCT datasets, many different software tools are commercially available nowadays
that rely on the segmentation of the left ventricular blood pool in end-systole and
end-diastole for determination of the LV functional parameters. Manual reconstruc
tion of short-axis images from raw MDCT datasets with axial image reconstruction
and the manual drawing of endo- and epicardial contours can be very time consum
ing [14,15]. Therefore, semi-automatic software tools have been developed using a
region-growing segmentation approach, based on the value of the Hounsfield Units
(HU) within the LV cavity. The region-growing software algorithm has been report
ed to be significantly faster compared to the traditional LV function quantification
with the Simpson method [16]. On the other hand, the threshold-based segmen
tation software can also be extensively manipulated manually, which can be time
consuming and makes it operator-dependable. In this study, the (semi-)automatic
and manually adjusted LV functional measurements derived from retrospective
ECG-gated dual-source CT datasets were compared using three different threshold
based cardiac CT analysis software packages. The aim of this study is to determine if
(semi-)automatic measurements of LV functional parameters in cardiac dual-source
computed tomography are as accurate as manually adjusted measurements.
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Materials and Methods

Patients
The study population consisted of forty consecutive patients (31 men; mean age 58
years ±14, range 26-86 years) who all underwent cardiac CT angiography in our hos
pital. Reasons for cardiac DSCT were evaluation of coronary bypass graft patency
(n=4), exclusion of aberrant coronary anatomy (n= l l), exclusion of coronary steno
sis (n=8) or evaluation of the cardiac anatomy (n=4). Thirteen patients participated
in two different research protocols: a prospective study on the comparison of DSCT
coronary angiography and conventional coronary angiography (CAG) (n=9) and a
screening study for patients with peripheral arterial disease (n=4). Nine patients had
experienced previous myocardial infarction. Exclusion criteria for this study were
renal insufficiency (creatinine > 120 µmol/1), hyp erthyreoidism and contrast allergy.
No beta-blockers were administered prior to the scan to lower the heart rate.
DSCT data acquisition
All cardiac CT angiograms were performed on a DSCT system (Somatom Definition,
Siemens Medical Solutions, Forcheim, Germany). Retrospective ECG-triggered im
ages were obtained in the craniocaudal direction starting at the tracheal bifurcation
to well below the apex, during a single breath hold. The following scan parameters
were used: tube voltage was 120 kV and tube current 410 mAs/rot for both tubes.
Scanning was performed with a 64x0.6-mm collimation. The gantry rotation time
was 330 ms and the pitch ranged from 0.2 - 0.5 s, adapted automatically to the heart
rate. The ECG pulsing window was set to 20-70% of the RR-interval for all patients.
Coronary and left ventricle enhancement was achieved by intravenous injection of
80 ml of non-ionic contrast agent (Iomeprol 400 mg/ml, Iomeron® 400, Bracco, Italy)
via an antecubal vein at a flow rate of 5 ml/s followed by a saline bolus flush. Bolus
timing was performed automatically with a region of interest set in the descending
aorta, with a fixed threshold of 100 HU. For left ventricular function analysis, recon
structions were made at every 10% of the RR-interval with 2.0 mm slice thickness. A
mono-segmental reconstruction algorithm was used for all image-reconstructions.
The reconstruction kernel was set to a B26f Heartview smooth kernel.
DSCT data analysis
All forty multiphase datasets were transferred to three different cardiac worksta
tions: Circulation version VE22A (Siemens Medical Systems, Germany), Vitrea®2
version 4.0.0.0 (Vital Images, Minnetonka, MN) and Aquarius Workstation version
3.5.2.1 (TeraRecon, San Mateo, CA). Two readers assessed LV functional parameters
semi-automatic as well as manually adjusted. Length of time needed for complete
analysis on all software tools, both automatically and manually adjusted, was record
ed for both readers. All three software tools use a threshold-based volume measure
ment algorithm, which quantifies the volume of voxels with densities between two
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specific Hounsfield unit values. Thus, papillary muscles and trabeculae are excluded
from the LV blood pool volume.
To obtain LV functional parameters as automatically as possible for Circulation
workstation, only one mouse-dick is needed in the majority of patients. End-dias
tolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) phases are in each patient automatically set by the
software at 20% and 80% of the RR-interval. Then, the left ventricular volumes are
automatically segmented based on Hounsfield units and a point between the anter
oseptal and anterior position has to be marked. After this, the endo- and epicardial
contours are automatically traced and LV functional parameters are displayed. In
a few patients, the LV cavity was not automatically segmented and needed manual
placement of the mitral valve plane. When calculating LV parameters with manual
adjustments, there are several options to change if necessary: the ED and ES phases
can be set manually based on the visually largest and smallest LV volume, the mitral
valve plane can be manually set and endo- and epicardial contours can be manually
altered.
Vitrea2 software automatically calculates and displays the functional measurements
when a multiphase CT dataset is loaded into the workstation, so no user interaction
is required. But if necessary, several adjustments can be made: the mitral valve plane
and apex plane can be changed and endo- and epicardial contours can be manually
altered.
In Aquarius workstation, the only manual interaction which is required to obtain LV
functional parameters is determining the mitral valve plane in horizontal and verti
cal long-axis planes. The options for manual adjustments are changing the threshold
of Hounsfield units for segmentation of the LV cavity and the endo- and epicardial
contours can be changed.
Statistical analysis
All data are summarized as mean ± standard deviation (SD). A paired t-test was
performed to calculate differences in LV functional parameters between automatic
and manual results for all software tools. Bland-Altman plots were made to show
mean difference and limits of agreement between automatic and manual results [17].
A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Pearsonis correlation coef
ficient was calculated to assess the correlation between the automatic and manually
adjusted measurements. The reproducibility of the LV functional parameters was
evaluated by calculating the intra-observer and inter-observer variability. The vari
ability was defined as the absolute difference between the corresponding repeated
measurements expressed in percent of their mean. Variability values obtained for
each parameter in each patient for each software package were averaged over the
whole group of patients and represented as mean ± SD.
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Figure la-c. Results of Bland-Altman plots for LVEF, EDV, ESV and MM between (semi-)automatic and
manually adjusted measurements for the three different workstations.

Results

All cardiac DSCT examinations were successfully performed without adverse events.
The calculated mean effective radiation dose based on the used scan protocol was 7.3
mSv [18]. The average heart rate during DSCT examination was 66.1 ± 13.8 beats/
min (range 46-104 beats/min). All studies were of adequate image quality to evaluate
LV functional parameters. The mean values of LVEF, EDV, ESV and MM for auto
matically as well as manually adjusted measurements are represented in table 1-3
for the three different workstations. Statistically significant differences were found
between (semi-)automatic and manually adjusted measurements for LVEF (p<0.05)
and ESV (p<0.001) in Vitrea, all LV functional parameters in Circulation (p<0.001)
and LVEF, EDV and ESV (<0.001) in Aquarius Workstation.
(Semi-)automatic measurements revealed a good correlation with manually adjusted
measurements for Vitrea (LVEF r=0.93, EDV r=0.94, ESV r=0.98 and MM r=0.94)
and Aquarius (LVEF r=0.96, EDV r=0.94, ESV r=0.98 and MM r=0.96). Good cor
relation was obtained for Circulation as well, except for LVEF (LVEF r=0.45, EDV
r=0.93, ESV r=0.92 and MM r=0.86) (table 1-3).
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Table 1. LV functional parameters determined with manually adjusted (Vitrea man) and automatic
(Vitrea auto) measurements.

Vitrea man

Vitrea auto

p value

r value

LVEF (%)

64.3 ± 1 1 .5

62.6 ± 1 1 .9

< 0.05

0.93

EDV (ml)

1 55. 1 ± 47. 1

157.8 ± 40.8

0. 15

0.94

ESV (ml)

57.7 ± 35. 1

61.4 ± 35.2

< 0.001

0.98

MM (g)

1 76.9 ± 56.3

177.7 ± 49.3

0.40

0.94

Time (s)

417.7 ± 9 1 .0

17.6 ± 3.2

< 0.00 1

0.37

Data are presented as mean ± SD.
Table 2. LV functional parameters determined with manually adjusted (Circulation man) and auto
matic (Circulation auto) measurements.

Circulation man Circulation auto p value

r value

LVEF (%)

61.8 ± 1 0.7

35.7 ± 13.6

< 0.00 1

0.45

EDV (ml)

170.2 ± 52.3

146.0 ± 50.2

< 0.00 1

0.93

ESV (ml)

57.7 ± 35.1

61.4 ± 35.2

< 0.00 1

0.92

MM (g)

183.2 ± 54.0

23 1 .5 ± 8 1 . 1

< 0.00 1

0.86

Time (s)

352.8 ± 67.5

61.3 ± 20.4

< 0.00 1

0.22

Data are presented as mean ± SD.
Table 3. LV functional parameters determined with manually adjusted (Aquarius man) and automatic
(Aquarius auto) measurements.

Aquarius man

Aquarius auto

p value

r value

LVEF (%)

6 1 .9 ± 1 1 .3

61.6 ± 12.0

0.27

0.96

EDV (ml)

167.4 ± 5 1 .2

159.5 ± 46. 1

< 0.00 1

0.94

ESV (ml)

0.98

66.5 ± 39.8

58.7 ± 3 1 .0

< 0.00 1

MM (g)

162.0 ± 54.3

190.7 ± 70. 1

< 0.00 1

0.96

Time (s)

2 13.9 ± 32.6

74.4 ± 8.9

< 0.00 1

0.20

Data are presented as mean ± SD.
Table 4. Maximum mean difference in measurements between automatic and manually adjusted meas
urements.

LVEF (%)

EDV (ml)

ESV (ml)

MM (g)

Vitrea

1 3.0

67.5

12.5

66.5

Circulation

44.5

94.5

37.5

128.5

Aquarius

1 1 .8

96.8

63.5

85.7
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Bland-Altman plots showed a good agreement among automatically and manually
adjusted measurements for Vitrea (mean difference LVEF -1.6 ± 4.4 EDV 2.7 ± 16.4
ESV 3.7 ± 6.4 and MM 0.8 ± 19.1) and Aquarius (mean difference LVEF -0.3 ± 3.5
EDV -18.0 ± 17.2 ESV -7.9 ± 11.5 MM 28.7 ± 23.7). Agreement for Circulation was
moderate (LVEF -26.1 ± 13.0 EDV -24.2 ± 19.1 ESV 28.1 ± 18.8 and MM 48.3 ± 44.0)
(fig. la-c). The Bland-Altman plots show several outliers, with the highest mean dif
ference of 13.0 % (Vitrea), 44.5 % (Circulation) and 11.8% (Aquarius) for LVEF, 67.5
ml (Vitrea), 94.5 ml (Circulation) and 96.8 ml (Aquarius) for EDV, 12.5 ml (Vitrea),
37.5 ml (Circulation) and 63.5 ml (Aquarius) for ESV and 66.5 g (Vitrea), 128.5 g
(Circulation), 85.7 g (Aquarius) for MM (table 4).
For all workstations, automatic measurements were significantly faster compared
to manually adjusted measurements (Vitrea 17.6 ± 3.2 vs 417.7 ± 91.0 seconds
(p<0.001) Circulation 61.3 ± 20.4 vs 352.8 ± 67.5 seconds (p<0.001) and Aquarius
74.4 ± 8.9 vs 213.9 ± 32.6 seconds (p<0.001)). Intra- and interobserver variability
were good (table 5, 6).
Table 5. Intra-observer variability.

MM

LVEF

EDV

ESV

Vitrea auto

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

Vitrea manual

1.7 ± 1 .9

1 .8 ± 1.4

4. 1 ± 5.0

2. 1 ± 3 .4

Circulation auto

4.6 ± 8.8

1 .4 ± 2.5

1 . 1 ± 2.6

2.9 ± 5.2

0.0 ± 0.0

Circulation manual 2.4 ± 4.5

2.0 ± 3.5

2.2 ± 6.0

4.0 ± 3 . 1

Aquarius auto

2.3 ± 2.2

5.1 ± 5.9

5.0 ± 4.5

6.4 ± 7.3

Aquarius manual

1.5 ± 1 .6

2.8 ± 1.8

3.5 ± 3.0

4.4 ± 3.7

Th e variability i s defined a s the absolute difference between the corresponding repeated measurements
expressed in percentage of their mean.
Table 6. Inter-observer variability.

MM

LVEF

EDV

ESV

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

Vitrea manual

4.8 ± 5.3

4.3 ± 3.9

9.8 ± 9.5

4.3 ± 3.8

Circulation auto

2.5 ± 7.2

1 . 1 ± 2.6

0.1 ± 0.3

3.5 ± 9.2

8.7 ± 1 1 .2

4.7 ± 9. 1

7.4 ± 3.4

Vitrea auto

Circulation manual 7. 1 ± 9.6

0.0 ± 0.0

Aquarius auto

3.4 ± 3.1

8.4 ± 7.8

9. 1 ± 7.3

8.7 ± 9 . 1

Aquarius manual

3.3 ± 3.0

5.5 ± 4.4

9.8 ± 5.4

9.6 ± 6.9

The variability is defined as the absolute difference between the corresponding repeated measurements
expressed in percentage of their mean.
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Discussion

In this study, we examined whether automatic measurements for LV functional
parameters with D CST data are as accurate as measurements with manual adjust
ments. Three different, (semi-)automatic software tools were used; these software
tools all use a region-growing algorithm, which segments the LV ventricle based on
the HU value from apex to mitral valve. Traditionally, LV functional parameters are
calculated based on manually drawn contours in short axis slices according to the
Simpson method [ 19]. Several studies demonstrate an excellent reliability of manual
contour tracing with the modified Simpson method for calculating LV functional
parameters [ 14, 20, 21]. The main drawback for this method is the time needed for
evaluation [20].
Therefore, many commercial (semi-)automatic software packages with a region
growing segmentation approach have been developed which require very minimal
user interactions to shorten the examination time for the clinician. To obtain LV
functional parameters, minimal user interaction is needed in these packages. How
ever, even in these (semi-)automatic software tools LV functional measurements can
be manipulated extensively. In all software tools, endo- and epicardial contours can
be changed, as well as the mitral valve plane (and apex plane for Vitrea). In Circula
tion, ED and ES phases can be manually altered, whereas the other two workstations
calculate the largest and smallest LV volumes automatically.
First, a good correlation was found for all parameters between Vitrea and Aquarius.
The Bland-Altman plots showed a good agreement with acceptable limits of agree
ment. On the other hand, for these two workstations, significant differences were
found using paired t-tests for LVEF and ESV in Vitrea and EDV, ESV and MM in
Aquarius. Also, several outliers in the Bland-Altman plot can be observed with quite
large differences between automatically and manually adjusted measurements (as
high as 13% difference for LVEF, 96.8 ml for EDV, 63.5 ml for ESV and 85.7 g for
MM, see table 4) which is not acceptable in clinical practice. This implies that, al
though in most patients the differences are small (as can be observed in the Bland
Altman plots) automatic measurements are not interchangeable per definition. It
suggests that visual control of the (semi-)automatic segmentation is still mandatory.
This was also concluded by M , hlenbruch et al. who compared a region-growing
software algorithm with manually drawn contours in short axis slices [22]. Proper
segmentation by the region-growing algorithm was feasible in 65% of patients. An
other study reports a failure of 6 out of 26 patients to successfully segment the left
ventricular blood pool by a region-growing algorithm in a comparison study with
clinical echocardiography [23]. A study comparing LV functional parameters ob
tained with different (semi-)automatic region-growing software tools, also shows a
large difference in LVEF in individual patients when automatic measurements are
compared between the software tools [24]. Difficulties with segmentation were re
ported to be caused by pacemaker leads and ventricular septal defects [23] and low
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signal-to-noise ratio or poorer contrast enhancement of the left ventricle [22]. In
our study, in a few patients the mitral valve plane was not detected correctly but at a
higher or lower level. A possible cause for this could be the inability of the software
to detect the valve when opened.
Secondly, a good correlation was observed for EDV, ESV and MM in Circulation but
correlation for LVEF was 0.45. The Bland-Altman plots showed large mean differ
ences and wide limits of agreement for all LV functional parameters, and t-tests dem
onstrated significant differences for all parameters. These results can be explained by
the fact that Circulation is the only software tool, among the three software tools
used, which requires manual setting of ED and ES phases. When this is not done
manually, the software assumes the fixed setting of 20% and 80% of the RR-interval,
and this proved to be the incorrect setting in all patients in our study. Therefore, the
results are inferior to the other two software tools, which calculate ES and ES phases
automatically based on the automatically determined ventricular volumes.
Summarizing the results of our study, it can be stated that although in many patients
a small difference was observed and correlation between automatic and manually
adjusted measurements was good, visual control in (semi-)automatic measurements
is still mandatory because of a significant difference between at least LVEF and ESV
in all software tools and several, clinically not acceptable outliers.
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Summary

The number of patients with cardiovascular disease is very high in our society. There
fore, early detection, diagnosis and prediction of prognosis of cardiovascular disease
is of utmost importance. Multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) is rapidly
gaining ground as a diagnostic modality in patients with known or suspected heart
disease. Within the last decade a fast technical development has taken place, from
4-slice MDCT to dual-source technology and 320-slice scanners, with ever increas
ing gantry rotation speed and, consequently, increasing temporal resolution. These
rapid technological advances rendered cardiac CT as a modality able to depict the
coronary arteries as well as cardiac anatomy and cardiac function.
As a result of these developments in scanners and also scanning techniques, the
amount of data acquired using CT is high and still increasing. This requires the use
of advanced post-processing techniques for visualization and (quantitative) evalua
tion of the acquired datasets. Many types of post-processing exist and are available to
the radiologist on commercially available workstations. Using the right techniques
enables accurate and reliable evaluation and diagnosis, but caution and knowledge
is needed to achieve correct interpretation of the quantitative and qualitative results.
In chapter 1 a general introduction of this thesis is given concerning the post-pro
cessing of images following cardiac examination using CT. In chapter 2, the use of
coronary fly-through or virtual angioscopy (VA) is evaluated in dual-source CT
(DSCT) datasets. In earlier years, the application of VA was limited because of the
requirements for an optimal CT scan and time consuming post-processing. Recent
advances in post-processing software facilitate easy and rapid construction of VA,
but the image quality of cardiac CT has long been insufficient in most patients. The
introduction of DSCT has shown a more stable quality of cardiac imaging because
of the higher temporal resolution. We examined the feasibility of VA in twenty ran
domly selected patients, who underwent cardiac DSCT. VA could be performed
semi-automatically with minor user interaction in every patient for each of the ma
jor coronary arteries using DSCT.
Chapter 3 concerns the performance of DSCT in evaluating the origin and course
of coronary artery anomalies. Early detection and evaluation of aberrant coronary
anatomy is essential, because of its potential association with myocardial ischemia
and sudden death. In the first group of consecutive patients (n = 230) scanned on
DSCT for various cardiac indications, 16 coronary artery anomalies were found
(7%). The origin and course of the aberrant artery were distinctly visualized by
DSCT in each of the patients with a coronary anomaly. The anomalous coronary
artery was depicted in 50% of the CAGs in patients with aberrant coronary arteries
who also underwent conventional coronary angiography (CAG. In all patients in
whom CAG failed to properly visualize the coronary arteries, DSCT overcame these
shortcomings and effectively depicted the complete anatomy.
In chapter 4, the major focus was not on coronary anatomy, but on the function
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of the heart instead. Cardiac morbidity and mortality are closely related to cardiac
volumes, myocardial mass and global left ventricular (LV) function. Accurate assess
ment of these parameters is required for the diagnosis and prediction of prognosis
in individual patients as well as in entire cohorts. Assessment ofleft ventricular ejec
tion fraction (LVEF) can be performed by a number of different imaging modali
ties, but magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered to be the current refer
ence standard due to its excellent temporal resolution and superior tissue contrast
between blood pool and myocardium. However, MRI is contra-indicated in a sub
stantial number of patients for various reasons, e.g. non-MR-compatible implants
or claustrophobia. Cardiac CT is gaining ground in cardiac imaging due to several
extensive technological improvements and the temporal resolution of CT is slowly
approaching the temporal resolution obtained with MRI. The spatial resolution of
CT already outperforms the spatial resolution of contemporary MRI acquisitions.
In this chapter the assessment of LV functional parameters obtained with cardiac
DSCT was compared to the results obtained with MRI. The global LV functional
parameters calculated from DSCT datasets correlated well with MRI and may be
considered interchangeable.
Although the results show good agreement between MRI and DSCT, comparison
of the agreement of the study described in chapter 4 with previous published stud
ies suggests a possible effect of post-processing on the results. Therefore, in chapter
5 the effect of different types of post-processing on LV functional parameters are
investigated as compared to MRI. Five different CT software tools were compared
to MRI in the assessment of global LV function. All five software tools show inter
changeable results with MRI, but the best correlation and the narrowest limits of
agreement were found when the same algorithm was used for both DSCT and MRI
examinations. Therefore, it is recommended to always evaluate images with the same
type of post-processing in follow-up.
In chapter 4 and 5 the post-processing of the cardiac datasets was adjusted manu
ally. However, nowadays many (semi-)automatic software packages are commer
cially available which need very minimal user interaction and thus could shorten
the examination time for the clinician. Therefore, in chapter 6 the reliability of these
automatic measurements are examined using three different software tools. LV func
tion analysis was performed with all three software tools as automatic as possible.
ANOVA testing was used to determine the difference among the repeated measure
ments and the difference between the software packages. No significant difference
was found among the repeated measurements in each single software package. How
ever, a significant difference was observed in the comparison of the three software
packages when measurements were used with minimal user interaction. With a few
manually corrections (manual setting of the end-diastolic and end-systolic phases)
there was no overall significant difference, but in 12.5% of patients a large (> 10%)
difference in LVEF was found. Therefore, one should be aware of the clinical impact
1 10
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of possible segmentation flaws when (semi-)automatic LV function assessment is
used.
In the final study, chapter 7, these (semi-)automatic measurements of LV function
are compared to manually adjusted measurements on the same three different soft
ware tools. The previous chapter already showed that in many individual patients, a
considerable difference in LVEF exists between different software packages. In this
chapter, these results are confirmed by the fact that we found significant differences
in at least LVEF and end-systolic volumes between (semi-)automatic and manually
adjusted measurements in all three software packages.
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Hart- en vaatziekten komen veel voor in onze samenleving. Daarom is vroege op
sporing en diagnostiek van hart- en vaatziekten erg belangrijk. Multi-detector CT
(MDCT) wordt steeds belangijker bij het diagnosticeren van patienten met (ver
denking op) hartziekte. Het afgelopen decennium heeft er een snelle technologische
ontwikkeling plaatsgevonden op het gebied van CT techniek, van de 4-slice MDCT
tot dual-source technologie en 320-slice scanners, met steeds snellere rotatietijden
en dientengevolge hogere temporele resolutie. Deze snelle technologische vooruit
gang heeft CT geschikt gemaakt als diagnostische modaliteit om zowel de kranssla
gaderen af te beelden als de functie van het hart te bepalen.
Als gevolg van deze ontwikkelingen in CT scanners en ook in scantechnieken, wordt
de hoeveelheid data, die verkregen wordt met een CT-onderzoek, steeds groter. Dit
vereist het gebruik van adequate post-processing (nabewerkings-) technieken voor
visualisatie en quantitatieve evaluatie van de verkregen datasets. Er bestaan verschil
lende soorten post-processing en deze zijn beschikbaar voor gebruik in de kliniek
als softwarepakketten op commercieel beschikbare werkstations. Wanneer de juiste
techniek wordt gebruikt kunnen er accurate en betrouwbare resultaten verkregen
worden, maar voorzichtigheid en kennis zijn nodig om de beelden correct te inter
preteren.
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een algemene inleiding gegeven over het bewerken van data
nadat een CT scan vervaardigd is. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het gebruik van virtuele
angioscopie (VA), ook wel coronaire fly-through genoemd, van de kransslagaderen
geevalueerd bij datasets verkregen met dual-source CT (DSCT). Eerder was de toe
passing van VA beperkt, vanwege de vereisten voor het maken van een optimale
CT scan, en de lange duur van de post-processing. Recente ontwikkelingen in post
processing software maken goede en snelle constructie van VA mogelijk, maar de
beeldkwaliteit van CT van het hart is lange tijd niet optimaal geweest. De intro
ductie van DSCT zorgt voor een stabielere beeldkwaliteit door de hogere temporele
resolutie. We onderzochten de mogelijkheid bij 20 patienten die DSCT van het hart
ondergingen om VA toe te passen. VA kon bij de CT's van alle patienten toegepast
worden, voor elke hoofdtak van de kransslagaderen, met geringe interactie van de
gebruiker, die de post-processing uitvoerde.
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat over de prestatie van DSCT in het evalueren van de oorsprong en
het verloop van aberrante (afwijkende) kransslagaderen. Vroege detectie en evalu
atie van aberrante kransslagaderen is erg belangrijk, vanwege de associatie met
ischemie van het myocard en plotse hartdood. In een eerste groep patienten (n =
230), die gescand werden op de DSCT op grond van verschillende klinische indica
ties, werden 16 aberrante kransslagaderen gevonden (7%). In elke patient met aber
rante coronair anatomie, werden de oorsprong en het verloop van het aberrante vat
duidelijk afgebeeld door middel van DSCT. Bij de patienten met aberrante coronair
anatomie die tevens conventionele coronair angiografie (CAG) ondergingen, werd
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de aberrante coronair anatomie bij 50% van de gevallen opgespoord tijdens CAG.
De patienten waarbij het met CAG niet lukte de diagnose te stellen, kon DSCT de
precieze anatomie wel goed aantonen.
In hoofdstuk 4 lag de focus niet op de anatomie van de kransslagaderen, maar werd
de functie van het hart onderzocht. Cardiale morbiditeit en mortaliteit zijn nauw
gerelateerd met de volumes van de hartkamers, de massa van de hartspier en globale
functie van de linker ventrikel (de ejectie-fractie). Nauwkeurige beoordeling van
deze parameters is noodzakelijk voor het stellen van de diagnose en het doen van
een prognose, zowel bij individuele patienten als bij grate cohorten. Het bepalen van
de ejectie-fractie van de linker ventrikel (LVEF) kan met behulp van verschillende
modaliteiten worden gedaan, maar MRI wordt beschouwd als de huidige standaard
referentie (gouden standaard), vanwege de goede temporele resolutie en het su
perieure contrast tussen de bloedpool en hartspier. Het nadeel van MRI is, <lat er in
een contra-indicatie is voor MRI in verband met metalen implantaten, die niet com
patibel zijn met MRI, of claustrofobie. CT van het hart speelt een steeds belangri
jkere rol vanwege uitgebreide technologische ontwikkeling en verbeterde temporele
resolutie. De spatiele resolutie van CT is tegenwoordig al beter in vergelijking met
MRI. In <lit hoofdstuk worden de met DSCT verkregen LV functionele parameters
vergeleken met de parameters, die verkregen werden met MRI. De globale func
tionele parameters van DSCT correleren goed met die van MRI en kunnen daarom
als uitwisselbaar beschouwd worden.
Hoewel de resultaten een goede overeenkomst tonen tussen DSCT en MRI, sug
gereren de resultaten van andere publicaties een mogelijk effect van post-processing
op de resultaten. Daarom wordt in hoofdstuk 5 het effect van verschillende soorten
CT-post-processing programma's op LV functionele parameters vergeleken met
MRI. Hiertoe werden globale LV functionele parameters met vijf verschillende CT
software tools bepaald en vergeleken met MRI. Alle vijf software tools gaven een
vergelijkbaar resultaat met MRI, maar de beste correlatie en de kleinste limits of
agreement werden gevonden wanneer hetzelfde algoritme werd gebruikt voor zowel
DSCT als MRI. Daarom wordt het aanbevolen altijd de data met hetzelfde type post
processing te evalueren in follow-up.
In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 werden de cardiale datasets handmatig bewerkt. Tegenwoordig
zijn er echter vele commerciele (semi-)automatische softwarepakketten op de markt,
die minimale handmatige interactie vereisen. Daarom wordt in hoofdstuk 6 bij drie
verschillende software tools onderzocht hoe betrouwbaar de automatische metingen
van LV functionele parameters zijn. ANOVA testen werden gebruikt om te bepalen
of er verschillen tussen herhaalde metingen zijn zowel per software pakket als tus
sen de verschillende pakketten. Er werd geen significant verschil gevonden tussen
de herhaalde metingen per pakket. Bij vergelijking van de drie pakketten onderling,
werd een significant verschil gevonden wanneer de resultaten werden verkregen
met minimale handmatige interactie. Met enkele extra handmatige correcties (het
1 16
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handmatig instellen van de eind-diastolische en eind-systolische fases) was er geen
significant verschil meer, maar in 12,5% van de gevallen was er een groot verschil in
LVEF ( > 10%). Daarom is het belangrijk <lat men zich bewust is van het klinische be
lang van mogelijke segmentatiefouten wanneer (semi-)automatische software wordt
gebruikt.
In het laatste hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 7, worden de (semi-)automatische metingen
vergeleken met metingen, die handmatig aangepast zijn. Dezelfde drie software pak
ketten als in het vorige hoofdstuk werden gebruikt. Daarin werd al aangetoond <lat er
een aanzienlijk verschil in LVEF bestaat tussen verschillende software pakketten in
een behoorlijk aantal individuele patienten. In hoofdstuk 7 worden deze resultaten
bevestigd doordat er een significant verschil werd gevonden bij in elk geval LVEF
en eind-systolisch volume tussen de (semi-)automatische en handmatig aangepaste
metingen in alle drie de software pakketten.
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